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EFFECTS OF TEACHER AND PUPIL EXPECTANCY 
UPON SCHOOL ACHIEVE~1ENT 

Abstract of Dissertation 

The effects of self-fulfilling prophecies have been observed under various 
situations in the past, but Rosenthal and Jacobson's recent South San Francisco 
study has probably stimulated increased public and professional interest in the 
effects of expectations on learning. It was felt that additional research in 
this area \vas desirable ·in order to further exam·ine hmv and to what extent 
expectancies can influence learning situations. 

This study was designed to study the effects of informing randomly selected 
pupils and their teachers that these particular pupils had greater potential for 
school success than they had been demonstrating. It was hypothesized that if 
teachers and pupils developed a greater level of expectancy, improvements would 
be observed in school performance. In addition to the intial interviev1s for 
transmitting this information, reinforcement was provided for some of the sample 
students and teachers. T~e var1o~s possible combinations of the independent 
variables of: (1) informing pupils, (2) informing teachers, and (3) reinforce
ment led to the formation of eight cells. Two hundred pupils were selected at 
random from the seve~th grade population and assigned randomly to the various 
treatments ~vith re ll sizes of tvtcnty-fi ve each. 

Statistical procedures for this 2x2x2 factorial design required separate 
analyses of var~ance for each dependent variable examined. The dependellt variables 
consisted of: (1) intP.l1igence quotients, (2) arithmetic achievement, (3) reading 

·achievement, (4) grade point averages, (5) attendance, (6) teacher ratings of 
pupils on school succe3s and attitudes, and (7) pupil self-ratings on school 
success and attitudrs. It was felt that these areas would be the ones most likely 
to be affected by changes in expectancy. Some of the dependent variables v1ere 
treated separately and then combined under factor analysis to produce additional 
factors requiring analyses of variance. 

The only dependent variable that shm·1ed any significant difference (pz.05) 
in either main effects or interaction effects under analyses of variance was at
tendance. It was found that the teacher informed condition had significantly fewer 
days of absence than the teacher not-informed group. In addition the reinforce
ment condition showed a significant reduction in absences as compared to the nan
reinforced treatment group. One possible conclusion vwuld be that the treatment 
brought about some small, and perhaps subtle, changes in teachers and pupils to 
cause the improved attendance. However, additional evaluation is needed before 
such a conclusion can be accepted. In a factor analysis of the achievement 
variables a general factor was obtained which, when subjected to analysis of 
varia nee, shov1ed a significant ( p <. 05) i nteract·i on effect between teacher' i nfotnted 
and pupil informed. It would appear that informing the teacher or informing the 
pupil does have a positive and significant effect on achievement, but when both are 
informed the effects seem to be diminished. 

Additional conclusions include the following: 
1) ~'!hat \vas obse~'ved in this study might have been only the beginning of changes 

in pupil behavior. A study extending over a period of several years might 
-------'~V-ec'l]_o_tber___r:JJiillQ,~e~s~. ------;-----.-..---

2) Certain i ntangi b 1 e changes in pupil se IT peru:pri ons nrtght-hr.rv~-oeetJ-rl"'ecl-i:li:l-t 
were not measured by the instruments used. 

3) Some affiount of change appeared to have taken place and suggests that additionn1 
research is needed to consider possible educational implications. 
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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM AND DEFINITIONS OF TERMS 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The growing concern for the nation's poor has led to the 

development of a variety of projects aimed at meeting the needs cf de-

prived children. Hmvever, many of the compensatory education programs 

financed under Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Educatior. Act 

appear to have been unsuccessful in significantly improving the 

education of disadvantaged children.l Listed among the ten most sig

nificant research findings2 that have come out of Title I were the 

r2suits of a South San Francisco study conducted by Rosenthal and 

Jacobson3 which suggested that how well students do in school depends 

in part on hm~ 1t.1ell teachers expect them to do. Their study showed 

that significant intellectual gains could be produced by children whose 

t9achers had been infor'med that the children \1/el'e tested ar;d found to 

be on the verge of making significant improvement. Although no other 

special treatment v.tas given other than informing the teachers, the ~·t'e·· 

dieted intellectual gains did occur. 

lu.s. Comniss·ion on Civil Rights, Racial Isolation in the Public 
Schools, Vol. 1 (Washingtop: U. s. Goverr.menTPr1nting-Office~-T967)~---
P~-T3·s~· 

" ..> f: o b s ~· t Roser. th a 1 at~ d !_ i~ no re .J a. cobs on , f)_~~;!~-t]~~~--:tn_-_!;±1_~:-:~~~-5-S-l"--IJ:§:r:I~-------
(Nei:v Yo~'k: Holt, Rinehar-t .::nC: ~~·inston, Inc., 196oJ, pp. 61-71. 



RecognHion of the important implications of the South San 

Francisco Oak School study has b0en evidenced by the wide publicity "it 

has received. Among the publications mentioning the results of the 

study Vlel'e ~g_2_.:i rlo~~_Q_!s_Q.QJ~L!'1g_, 4 Jj~t~, 5 Oa]s.l anQ_ Tr_tQ~~.§_, 6 ~~~~_<;a ti on_ 

Sumn~-D~.J ~dL!~?~~-i-~~n IJ._?.:!~· ,8 £_~"!_ Q_el~~ ~:.~E.P-=~~,9 and Ihe £_e_!_S_O}}_!l~l_ ~~~ 

Guidance Journa1.10 Furthen,lore, othET educators are gi V'i ng greC!ter 

recognition to the significance of this almost obvious, but perhaps 

OVerlooked, fciCtor in raising the achiC 1/E:ment level of pupils. 11 0ar.ger 

2 

in Setting School Goals Lm'/, 11 11 11 Pupils Fail if they are Expected To, 11 12 

and similar newspaper headings are bringing this idea to public atten-

tion. 

In 1967 a quasireplication of the Oak School experiment ill South 

4He1en Valentine, 11 The Young \·life's World," "Good_ Ho_~~~"?.f:~~f!?j_!1__g_, 
167:80~ Octoher, 1963. 

5"B1ooming by Deception,'' ]j_r0_~, 92:62, September 20, 1953. 

6News i t~::m in the Q~~:._l_C!_nd ~Jmd~y Tr}~~!l~· Septemb.:;r 15, 1968. 

7Nc\'!S itt~m in the f~iuc~iiQ_r~ ~~!mmar__y, August 15, 1967. 

BNews item ·j n :~t~~i_S:_~!::L9J~ y_~·..:.L\.·, September 25, 1967. 

9,James J. Buckley, 11 vlho is Pygmalion, t·.Jhich ·is Galatea?" Phi 
Q~l~ii.l~gan~ 50:124, October, 1968. 

lORobert ~!uennt>c:rger, "Book Revie'.'l: f.YSJ!1~1i9.~ J!J. !.b.~- ~~-~sr::_QyJJ!.", 
The Personr.el and Guid?.lnce Joun1al, 47:575-·578~ February, 1969. ---- -·--- ·------·-· -·---- ---·-·------- -· -------



3 

San Frantisco was completed by Conn, Edwards, Rosenthal, and Crowne i11 a 

. middle or upper· middle class community labeled thr~ Crest School expcri

ment.l3 The findings four months after teachers were led to believe 

some of the children v!ere "special 11 indicated that favor·~ble teacher ex~· 

pectations prodtlced positive, although not statistically significant, 

results. Flowersl4 employed fictitious ability grouping in two junior 

high schools to learn about the effects on pupil performance when 

teachers had greater academic expectations. Some differences were found 

in perforn1ances betv.Jeen those labeled average and those labeled high 

although in reality both were average. Pittl5 employed fictitious IQ 

scores in a study of 165 fifth grade boys divided into three groups. 

Actual IQ's of one group were given teachers, but fictitiously lower 

IQ's were given to a second group, and the third group were given ficti-

tiously higher IQ's. His finding revealed no differences in achievement 

among the groups, but differences in pupils' self-ratings were discov-

ered. 

l3Lanc K. Conn, Carl N. Edwards. Robert Rosenthal, and Douglas P. 
Crov1ne, "EI!,ot'ion Perception and Response to Teacher Expectancy in Ele-
mentary School Children" (unpublished po.per, Harvard University, 1967), 
cited by Robert f~osentha 1 and Lenore Jacobson) fy_g~w 1 i__QJ:l_ ilJ. _t:_h~_ ~-1~-'-~~
rOOi]!_S_ (Ne~~ Yot'k: Holt, Rinehart Winston, Inc., l968l, pp. 138-45. . 

l4Cha~·1E~s E. Flov.;ers, 11 Effects of an Arbitrary Accelerated Group 
Placement on the Tested Academic Achievement of Educationally Disad
vantc.ged Students n (unpL<lJ l i shed Doc tara 1 Dissertation, Teachers 
College, Colur:ibia Univel'sity, 1966). 

l5Cliffo::'d C. V. Pitt, 11 }\n Expcr·lment.al Study of the Effects of 
T c 0. c her:; t-Kn Cvl1 ease 0 r'-I-rrcoTrect---~n-e\'1-'l-etl~w-e-f=---P-IJfl-i-l-1-Q-'-s---Ori-Tea_che.rs._· '-:-------------
Atti ti.~:Jes a;d Pr.:;:..::!.; ces a.,-,d Pupi is' t~tU tucles and .1\chi evernent 11 (unpub-· 
lish~,d Doctor<:~l [Jis~,r;\'taticn, Teo.d1<~ts Col1ege, Colu:rbiJ Un·iversity~l956). 



Similar studies in the medical professions as well as in socio-

logical research have indicated that expectancies of the therapist can 

significantly affect the outcomes. Several of these studies have been 

summarized by Rosenthal and Jacobson.l6 Not all of the reviews of 

Rosenthal and Jacobson's Oak School study have been complimentary, 

however. Buckleyl7 criticized the Oak School study and he suggested 

that flaws in. the design caused their findings to be questionable. 

Thorndikel8 was extremely critical of Rosenthal and Jacobson•s study 

because he felt that the conclusions were based upon faulty experirnen·· 

tal design and unsatisfactory evaluation techniques. The Tests of Gen-

era1 Ability test was criticized by Thorndike on the basis of the 

extremeiy high and extremely 10\AJ scores that were obtained. Thorndike 

con;rnented thu.t it would have been bette1· if the Oak School study had not 

been done. The Oak School study was criticized by Jensenl9 because 

teachers were allowed to administer the tests. Jensen felt that this 

injected an uncontrolled variable whicl1 could have significantly af-

fected the results. 

16Rosentho.l and Jacobson, 9_2_. -~it., pp. 3-44. 

17Buckley, loc. cit. 

18Robert L. Thorndike, Review of R. Rosenthal and L. Jacobson, 
£,t_g_~~1i~~- _i_t:1_ .:tJ~l_EE_ -~_l_assr-_Qonl, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and vJinston, 1968) 
in h~~~r_i~~-:0. 1_9_Ll.S::~t!i~n~l_ Re_~~_r_0l_ ~_Qllrl"@.:..l' 5:708-711, November, 1968. 

19Arthur· R. Jensen, nHov! ~luch Can He Boost I.Q. and Scholastic 
------A-G-Ii-i-@-\~€w.-1~-1-t-+"-~~-l"-"if:~-~~c!_-Ld::':!~~-ti_i:_Q~l~:~J~H~~'f!=~' 3 9 : 1 08 ,,~\>/~i n~t~e'-"-r_,,_-----'-'1 9--=6:..::9--=c. ______ _ 



The present study attempted to amp 1 i fy the v1otk that v:as done by 

Rosenthal and Jacobson by considering not only IQ changes, but school 

achievement, school attendance, teacher ratings of the pupil, and pupil 

self-ratings. In addition to merely informing teachers of supposed po-

tential, a portion of the pupils were also informed of this potential 

and in certain cases these predictions were reinforced periodically by 

teacher and pupil contacts. Some attention was also given in this 

study to the cor.tro 11 i ng of Hav.:thor·ne effects which Rosentha i and 

Jacobson felt might have influenced results in their study. It was 

anticipated that bolstering teacher and/or pupil expectations would re-

sult in academic gains. 

Importa~~:.§_ of the ~!.l:I..1'L· Holding teachers responsible "for much 

that is rotten in the schools 11 was considel'ed a revolutionary develop

ment in the recent American educational scene by Sobel.20 Foster21 

suggested that the teacher must be recognized as the prime and indis-

pensable change agent in the teaching-learning process. The reason 

that 15 per cent of all children who are in our public schools are do-

ing poorly may be relaterl to the fact that too little has been expected 

of them by teachers. Children who do poorly also seem to come from 

20Harold vJ. Sobel, "The Nev1 v!ave of Educational Litetature, 11 

Phi Delta Kaopan, 50:110-11, October, 1968. 
·--- -----·- -.1.--~----·- .. 

21Herb('!rt L. Foster, 11 The Inner-City Teacher and Violence: 

5 

Suggest·L)ns for- Action Rese&Y'ch," .Ehi. De}t0. KcUJJ0J]_, 50:172 .. 7~-i, 
------NGvemb<:.LrT--1-9~~~. --------------------------------



homes of parents who are in the bottom quarter of the population in in

come.22 The expectations of the disadvantaged child in the slum and 

ghetto schoo1s may be different from the middle and upper income ch"il ·· 

dren. More knowledge is needed about the relative effects of teacher 

expectancy and pupil self-·expectancy upon future perfotmance. Research 

along the lines of this proposed study can furnish information to 

teachers who ~re willing to engage in self-examination. Such studies 

could also serve to impress upon teachers the need for appraising their 

attitudes tovmrd and expectations of the chilcll'en they teach and in-

fl uence daily. 

Riessman~23 Friedenberg,24 Passow,25 Dodson~26 and others have 

voiced concern about the many problems which plague our schools~ par-

ticularly the urban schools in slum areas. Much experimentation has 

been done in the name of school improvement~ but Jensen concluded that 

applying more of the same approach to compensatory education was not 

22Robert J. Havighurst, 11 Requirements for a Valid 'Ne\v 
Criticism' , " £.1~!- Qe i _!u Kar~_n_~ 50: 20-1 , September, 1968. 

23Frank R!es~m)an, .I_he Cultur~Jl.t peQ_t:_i_V_?d ~hj_ls!. (Nell/ York: 
Harper and Row~ i96~ . 

24Edgar Z. Friedenberg, 11 Requiem for the Ut'ban School," Saturday 
Review 50:94~ November 18, 1967. 

25A. H.:trt'Y PassmoJ (ed.), E~!:!_~_~io_ll j__ll Q~~?_s_~_c!_ Areas_ (Nc\•1 York: 
Bun:~a.u of Publications, Teachers College~ Colurr.bia Url'iversity, 1963). 

2f·oan ~!. Dodson, 11 An Urgent Concern," Sat~~_cl~ g_~:~J~~~· 48:82-3, 

6 

------Ma~-15_,_1 °.~.;::;~-. _________________________________ _ 
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likely to produce the desired results.27 After examining the character

istics of many co!11pens&.tory education programs Durham28 stated that they 

contained nothing really "new." 

Flanagan29 listed a) teachel' salaries, b) teacher experience, 

c) number of books ·in the school library, and d) per pup-il expenditute 

as the foul' factor·s closely and uniquely associated Hith school out-

comes such as achievement and going to college and staying in school. 

Apparently the effects of teacher expectations were not considered as a 

possible factor. However, the other sources that were just cited imply 

that expectancy could be an important consideration. Studies dealing 

specifi ca.lly with effects of teacher expectancy are very l i rnited. 30 

The pos~>ibil ity that this study might provide more thorough ans\'Jers to 

the problems involved in improving educational opportunities for young 

people makes it important, as well as challenging. 

II. THE PROBLEM 

This study attempted to evaluate some methods for modify-ing 

27Jen.sen, lo~. cit. 

28Joseph T. Durham~ "Compensatory Education: Hho Needs It?", 
Ih~ E~s:~J:J..Q.Q. pj_g_~st, 35:18-21, December, 1969. 

29.John C. Flanagan and John T. Dailey, "Cause and Effect in 
Education," in i'Jilliarn t-1. Alexander (eeL) The Chang·ing Secondary 
School Curriculum (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1967). 
pp. 54-55, 

30;~osenthai and Jacobson, .92· ~.!J·, p. 58-.--------------



teacher and pup-il expectancies and the accompanying changes in perfor

mance that might result. !~ore specifically, it \vas designed to ans~·Jel' 

the question: Will the suggestion to a teacher or a student that the 

student•s academic potential is higher than he is currently exhibiting 

affect his subsequent academic performance? 

The follovJing sUtternents represent co!.!_f~_t_ual_ b;D!_q_t_b_~~~ for 

this study. 

1. Students who have been advised of their potential for im

proving their current level of school success or students 

whose teachers have been similarly informed of this poten

tial will improve in school achievement in basic academic 

skills, IQ, attendance, end attitudes over students for whom 

this information is not made available. 

2. Reinforcing the same students or teachers periodically with 

information sLtggesting the student's greater success po

tential will result in even greater improvement. 

The QP~J~tional ~~ftnitjons of each of the concepts us2d in this 

study are listed below. 

1. Students ·· The r-andomly selected pupils from a seventh grade 

school population at one junior high school in 

Stockton, California. 

2. Advised - This term was used synonymously with the concept 

of i nfornri ng. v!ith students the term means: 

------------------a.._D..emc_nslrc-:tin9 interest in the child 

8 



b. Informing him that he has greater poten-· 

tial as indicated by his prior school 

records 

c. Discussing student's reaction to this 

information 

d. Asking for any ideas on hew student 

might improve 

e. Informing student he will be seen a few 

times this school year 

f. Expressing interest in his future per

formance. 

With teachers the term advised means: 

a. Informing the teachers involved that a 

certain number of pupils have been 

selected on the basis of their prior 

school records and test data to receive 

some motivational counseling aimed at 

raising their level of school success 

b. Explaining that these pupils have been 

identified as having the potential to 

show gains 

c. Presenting a list of those pupils to the 

tea.chers 

9 
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any or all of the pupils. 

3. Basic academic skills - Reading and arithmetic performance 

will specifically be measured in this study. 

4. Teachers - All English and arithmetic teachers for the 

sample students included in this study. 

5. Attendance - The number of days of school absence for the 

academic school year 1968-1969. 

10 

6. Intelligence Quotient- The measures obtained from the Tests 

of Genera 1 Ability by John C. Fl anngan admi ni s

tel~ed in groups. 

7. Attitudes ·- Estimates of how a student feels 01~ reacts to 

the school situation. A check list of several 

items using a summated scale31 will be given to 

teachers (see Appendix A) to rate the students 

and a similar rating form (see Appendix B) will 

be provided to students for self-evaluation. 

8. Reinforcement- The follow-up contacts with teachers and 

pupils to reaffirm the higher expectations indi-

cated to them in the first interview. With 

students reinforcement means: 

a. Inquiring about the student's current 

3loouglas W. Matheson, Richard L. Bruce, and Kenneth L. 
Beauchamp, Int)",.SJ..Q~_~ti~ _!_g_ General I_x_lle~_i~l?ntal Psychol2_gy (Nevi York: 
Holt Rinehart and Winston, Inc., 1968), p. 157. 



progress in school subjects without 

making value judgements or criticizing 

him. 

b. fvJaking pos·itive and encouraging comments 

to student 

c. Restating the belief that he has greater 

potent·ial than he has displayed 

d. Informing him that he will be seen again 

next quarter 

e. Reminding him that his progress will be 

viewed with interest. 

With teach~rs the term means: 

a. Restating that those pupils on the lists 

were expected to show improvement 

b. Asking for teacher comments and observa-

tions on progress being made by student. 

Another treatment will be attempted in the study 

as a method of studying Hawthorne effects. This 

treatment will be given to both teachers and 

pupils of one control group in which neither 

teachers nor pupils were advised t0 expect 

greater success. The treatment for this group 

included: 

a. Showing interest in the pupil 



b. Discussing school progress and school 

satisfactions 

c. Informing him that he will be seen again 

at a future time. 

9. Periodically- One contact with each teacher and each pupil 

during the third school quarter and one contact 

during the fourth school quarter. 

More specific statements of the conceptual hypotheses are pre

sent in the following expeljmental _ _!1_1_12otheses. 

1. Seventh grade students who have been advised of their poten

tial for improving above their current level of school 

success o~ seventh grade students whose English and math 

teachers have been similarly informed of this potential will 

have: 

a. Higher scores in reading achievement 

tests than the controls 

b. Higher scores in math achievement tests 

than the controls 

c. Higher IQ•s as measured by group tests 

than the controls 

d. Higher semester grades than the controls 

e. Fewer days of absence than the controls 

f. Higher teacher ratings on school atti

tudes than the controls 

12 



g. Higher self-ratings on school attitudes 

than the controls. 

2. Reinforcing seventh grade students or their English and 

arithmetic teachers once each school quarter with informa

tion indicating the student•s greater potential for school 

success will result in: 

13 

a. Higher scores in reading achievement 

tests than the unreinforced experimental 

groups 

b. Higher scores in arithmeU c achievement 

tests than the unreinforced experimental 

groups 

c. Higher IQ 1 s as measured by group tests 

than the unreinforced experimental 

groups 

d. Higher semester grades than the unrein

forced experimental groups 

e. Fewer days of absence than the unrein

forced experimental groups 

f. Higher teacher ratings on school atti

tudes than the unreinforced experimental 

groups 

g. Higher self-ratings on school attitudes 

-----------------------'than-tlie-biRl"t'!-i-t'l-f'Gl"G@d-e-xpel'i-m.2nJaJ_gr_o_up_sJ. _______ _ 



This study was designed to re-examine certain findings of pre

vious research studies. Furthennore, it was intended to extend the 

14 

investigation done by Rosenthal and Jacobson by studying some rel?,tion-

ships that have not been adequately explored. The topic under consider-
' 

ation could have vital educational implications. 

The next chapter will present a review of the work other 

researchers have completed in this area. Detailed discussion of the 

procedures and rationale will be found in chapter three. The remaining 

chapters are devoted to a report of the findings, discussion of the 

data, and conclusions. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

A large portion of this chapter will be concerned with examples 

of self-fulfill-ing pr•)i)llecies. Rosen·L".hal and Jacobson have expiored 

this subject extensively and have described self-fulfilling prophecies 

as the process i'l which 11 0ne pel'Son's t-:xpectation for another person's 

behavior can quite unwittingly become a more accurate prediction simply 

for its having been r:1ade.''l Several of the professional journals and 

lay publications wh·ici·, have g·iven attention to this topic were cited ·in 

Chapter One, but a more detailed review will be presented here. 

I. SELF-FULFILLING PROPHECIES 

Sobel2 stated that an important development in current cduca-

tional thought is the growing recognition and increased willingness to 

examine the impact of educational expectations upon people. In 1969 

the Los Angeles School District, apparently acting upon their concern 

over the effects of teacher expectations upon student success, suspended 

their intelligence testing program in primary gl'ades.3 Lagemanntl cited 

l Rosentha 1 and Jacobson, QP_· ci._!_. , p. 7. 

2sobel, _9.Q. -~it., p. 110. 

3!\ssocic:ted Press dispatch, _?_tocktotl Re~ord_, January 31, 1969. 

4JobtLI<:ox·_d_Lagemann ~ 11 Se 1 f- Fu 1 fill i no Prophecy-· -A Key tc Succt:s s," 
Jt:~- 0~~~~~~T~2 !!j_gg5_t, 94: 80-·81, February, 1959. 



Rosenthal and Jacobson's study in his article on the self-fulfilling 

prophecy. In her discussion of the changing concept of the unchanging 

IQ Stern5 referred to Rosenthal and Jacobson's work. Chall 6 also 
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referred to the same study in her discussion of problems in the teaching 

of reading. Recently, Cohen7 addressed himself to the problem of 

cultural deprivation and suggested that expectancy is a factor in under-

achievement .. He expressed concern that the deprived youngster has 

become a victim of the low expectations inherent v.Jith the poor. Many 

more examples can be cited but these serve to illustrate some of the 

public concerns that are being generated. Much of the current attention 

seems to have resulted from the fi~dings reported by Rosenthal and 

Jacobson.B Rosenthal has worked extensively in this area and explored 

the effects of exoerim~nter expectancies thoroughly in his text which 

discusses the many ramifications of experimenter expectancy.9 

Goethe proposed that we "treat people as if they were what they 

might be and you help them become what they are capable of being."lO 

5Carolyn Stern, 11 The Changing Concept of the Unchanging I.Q., 11 

fJ".A. Joun"@_l_, (fvlay, 1969), pp. 13-16. 

6Jeanne Chall' 11 Beginning Reading: Where Do vle Go From Here?" 
Toe!~~~ Educatio_r~, 58:39, February, 1969. 

7Alan S. Cohen, "Local Control and the Cultural Deprivution 
Fallacy, 11 Phi Delta K~_ppan_, 50:25, January, 1969. 

8Rosentha l and Jacobson, 2..2.· cit. , pp. 121-145. 

( 
9Robert Rosentha 1, ~'S:J_~r.ime_Qte~ Effec_!~ in ~~_ll_:_avi Q.r.~ Reseiti_~h 

______ JIJe.\'I-Y-oJ".k:_&,pp_let.on_}_l_9_6_6J~------------------------

lOLagemann, _QQ. ~it., p. 80 quoting Goethe. 



Merton 11 discussed the self-fulfi 11 ing prophecy and presented several 

pertinent cases to illustrate his beliefs. He provided examples which 

shO\IJ that many feats considered impossible have been accomplished by 

people who were ignorant of the fact that the task was believed 

impossible to carry out. Allportl2 also expounded upon the effects of 

expectancies in his writings. Jastrowl3 believed that in many human 

17 

endeavors we fall short of doing our best because of an anticipation or 

remote feeling of possible failure. Menningerl4 has concluded that 

mentally ill people are being cured today because psychiatrists and 

others believe them to be curable. At another time in history mental 

illness was incurable because the therapist had lost faith and hope and 

did not believe that certain types of patients 'w'!ere curable. 

Some of the more obvious examples of the self-fulfilling 

prophecy in action can be found in the success stories of people who 

have succeeded in spite of many adversities primarily because they 

maintained high self expectancies or else were assisted by others to 

---------

11 Robert King f~erton, 11 The Se 1 f-ful fi 11 i ng Prophecy, 11 Anij och 
Revi~~-' 8:193-210, 1948. 

12Gordon \!Jillard Allport, }he P~_xchology of_ Rumor (NmiJ York: 
Russell & Russell~ 1nc., 1965), pp. 9-47. 

l3Joseph Jastt'OVJ, _Fac_i and_ _Fabl~ in Psych_ol_Q_g_y (Boston: Houghton 
Mifflin Company, 1900), p. 301. 

14Karl Menninger, Rrview of: J. S. Bockoven, Moral Treatment in 
------[l__!_~~_!j2~n:-f~L?-Jl~i-a-~x_-~~~e-t>J-Y-GI"k-:-Spd_ngeL,_l9Ji1L Bu l_l ~Tr\gf-th-e t·1ennT!ige r 

Cl . . ?0·?7t:: "'964 ~'""'==~-------__ _:!Il~S-' -- <::.> <L- :,) , I . 
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maintain this positive image.l5 Albertl6 related the case of a man who 

had a reasonable chance for success, but who had an unfounded expecta-

tion of losing his job. His subsequent depression and behavior led to 

his inability to carry out his duties and ultimately fulfilled his 

original fears. Another example of the effects of expectations of 

failure was cited by Albertl7 in the case of the person who consciously 

believed he could not do a task, yet under hypnosis \IJas able to 

adequately carry it out without the failure expectation to hinder his 

performance. 

II. EXPERIENCE AND EXPECTATIONS 

One's expectancy tends to affect his behavior but it also seems 

that one•s early experiences result in expectations which formulate 

response patterns. Kelly, Rogers, Maslow, and CombslB generally concur 

that adequate persons are a product of their experiences. It is only 

when one can accurately perceive a situation that he can behave appro-

priately. Yet$ this is only possible when perceptions are not distorted 

15Lagemann, .2.2.· cit., p. 82. 

16oora Albert, StQ_p_ f~el~ Tired _?.!]i_ St~rt _Liv_in_g_ (Englewood 
Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc., 1959), p. 7. 

17Albert, QQ. ~it.~ pp. 21-22. 

------- --"l-"L8~~a-r-l-G~Kg_l-l-j!-,-CaxJ_fi_._fio_g£J'S_, A. H. Mas l m>J •·~a~n~d -CA-'-'r-'t~h-'-'uc.r _\lc_:J._--.--___ _ 
Combs, Perceiving, Behaving, Becoming, Association for Supervision and ---
CmTi culun1·-"f)e\;·el·o-pn1e-t1T~-l\~1sh11:-gto.ll-~ -0. C.: NEA) 1962). 
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by unrealistic expectations.l9 Rotter20 stated that o.n organ·ism devel-

ops an expectancy of reinforcement, but the reinforcement can be nega-

tive or positive. The implications of experience and its effect upon 

expectations are quite clear.21 How can slum children have the same 

k·i nds of expectations teachers might expect of them? How can teachers 

have realistic expectations of disadvantaged children? The dissimilari-

ty in experi!::nces \~ould see;ii tu indicate that commonality of expecta-

tions might be difficult to develop. More research and understanding 

is greatly needed at this time. 

I I I. EXPECT.L\TIONS 1\ND BEH/WIOR 

Kumar22 di5covered that counselors tended to view a client who 

was perceived as friendly to be even friendlier while clients perceived 

as hostile seemed to be even more hostile. Goldstein23 found that the 

19Carl R. Rogers, "Towards Becoming a Fully Funct.i oni ng Person," 
Perceivi_!lg_, Behaving, ~~omi_r:!_9_, .L\ssociation fm' Supervision and 
Curriculum Development 0~Jashington, D.C.:NE.L\, 1962), p. 23. 

20Julian B. Rotter, So~_ial Le~~-r!J_f1_9_ ~ns!_ ~lini~~l p_s_y~ho1og_y_, 
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prent·ice Hall, 1954). pp. li2-ll9. 

21Arthur t-1. Combs, 11 A Perceptual View of the Adequate Personali
ty," Perc_eivi_t:~_9.• ~ehavir~g_. Becomi.!:l9_, Association for Supervision and 
Curriculum DeveloprnentlWc:shington, D.C.:NEA, 1962), p. 53. 

22usha Kumar, "Client and Counselor Responses to Prior Counselor 
Expectancies and to an Initial IntervievJ'1 (unpublished Doctoral disser··· 
tation, The Ohio State University, 1965). 

23Arnold P. Goldstein, "Therapist and Client Expectation of 
------~er'sonaJj_t~ __ Cban_gE___rt_nd Its Relation to Perceived Change in Psychother2.py" 

(unpublished Doctoral cliss2rtation, The Pennsylvanio. State Universftoy-,--------
1959). 
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patients • expectations are important to the outcome of therapy. It was 

reported by Burke24 that one•s self concept will be similar to reactions 

about self from others and that liking for others is closely linked to 

reactions about self from others. The expectations of the teacher, 

counselor, therapist, parent, or other significant persons~ as well as 

the self-expectations of the client, student, or counselee are involved 

in most instances and tend mutually to affect a given situation. 

Studies have shown that expectations that are experimentally induced 

can become determinants of outcomes directly related to these induced 

expectancies. For example, Rosenthal and Jacobson25 noted that randomly 

selected children who were labeled as superior tended to be seen by 

teachers as happier, more curious, more interesting and having a better 

chance of success in later life. Furthermore, these children were seen 

as more appealing, better adjusted, more affectionate, and less in need 

of social approval. This serves as an excellent demonstration of the 

povJer of suggestion. Implications of these find·ings seem very signifi-

cant for educators at all levels. 

24Richard Leonard Burke, 11 Rating of Self and Others As A Function 
of xpectations and Evaluations•• (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, 
Boson University, 1962). 

25Robert Rosenthal and Lenore F. Jacobson, 11 Teacher Expectat-ions 
for the Disadvantaged, 11-Sci ~._tttj-c~mer+e-all-~-2-l-2~-L9_..._23_,___Apri 1, 1968. 

~---------------
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IV. GROUP EXPECTATIONS !\NO BEHAVIOR 

Expectancies are not entirely individual matters. Allport26 

wrote that "what people expect determines their behavior," and he indi-

cated that large groups can be influenced as a body. Some of Allport 1 S 

examples of the psychology of rumors show that mass reactions can re-

sult when expectancies of many people are affected in a similar manner. 

Such group expectations can conceivably influence the destiny of a 

nation. The psychology of groups suggests that wars can be prevented 

by changing expectat·ions. There appear to be many ways in V-Jh·ich groups 

can be influenced. Much of the massive advertising campaigns launched 

by business seems to be effective in innuencing the spending pc,tter-ns 

of people and influencing their expectations. Educators do not seem to 

have met with the same degree of success in influencing people. 

Mcluhan27 speaks of the impact of mass media and the powerful influence 

of media upon people. An important clue might be found here for educa-

tion in the effective use of media. 

The forced failure of a reasonably sound banking institution due 

to group hysteria was described by Merton.24 On Black Wednesday a mass 

26Gordon vJillard A1lport, "The Role of Expectancy," Tensions 
Thai:_ Ca_:_y~ l'L-:1_\=~~ Hadley Cantril, editor (Urbana~ Illinois: UnTv·e-rSTty 
of Illinois~ 1950), pp. 43-78. 

27Marshall McLuhan, Understanding Media (New York: McGraw-Hill 
Boo-~~-eumpmw-, -l-%A1-,-)3\'h-~~~6=32-d=:-.~~----_--_-_· _---__ --_________________ _ 

28i,1er~on, .Q_p_. ci_~-·, p. ·19t+. 
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withdrawal of funds by depositors based entirely upon a rumor of insol-

vency led to the sudden failure of the bank. One country 1 s expectations 

of another 1
S hostility often leads to self defensive counter measures 

which in turn aggravate the tensions. Wars then can be viewed as a 

group self-fulfilling prophecy on the part of the two countries in

volved.29 Similar group attitudes have been observed in countries or 

geographic provinces which affect the treatment or expectations of a 

segment of the population. These have been labeled as racial discrimi-

nation or group prejudices, but they seem to or-iginate from the bas·ic 

expectations held by members of the majority group.30 

V. EXPERIMENTER BIAS 

Complete object·ivity is the goal of most experimenters but in 

practice the expectancies of the experimenter can, and do, enter into a 

study. Canne1131 conducted a study of the research interview as used in 

social science and found that the interviewer 1 s personal expectations 

and attitudes did not affect the results of interviews and that differ-

ences might have been due to differences in the subject matter rather 

29Al1port, Iensj_Q_n__?_, loc. cit. 

30Gorclon W-illiard Allport, The Psychology_ of Rumor (NevJ York: 
Russell and Russell, Inc., 1965), p. 103. 

3lctwrles Frederick Cannell, 11 A Study of the Effects of Inter·· 
v ·it:v.Je rs 1 Ex p e c tat ions Upon In te rv i evn n g Res u ns II-( u n pu lTl"ts-trc-d-Bu-ctoro.-1-------
dissertation, The Ohio State University, 1953). 
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than expectations. Getter, Mulry, Holiand, and ~Jalker32 found that with 

ten examiners involved in their study no differences in subjects' intel·· 

lectual performances could be attributed to expectancy of behavior, 

although examiners were led to expect superior performances from a third 

of the subjects, inferior performances from another third, and were not 

given any expectancies for the remaining third. Pflugrath33 reported 

that counselor expectancies were not effective in producing change in 

either counselor or client attitudes. 

Wartenberg-Ekren34 reported that in a study involving eight 

examinel~s and thirty-two subjects experimenter expectancy biases were 

not apparent. The subjects were administered the Block Design Test of 

the W.A.I.S. Prior to administering the tests the examiners were 

falsely told that certain subjects were earning higher grades in school. 

However·, the mean scores of the tVJo subject groups did not shov1 signifi-

cant differences. These studies would seem to indicate that bias does 

not necessarily affect a study. 

32H. Getter, R. C. Mulry, C. Holland, and Patricia Walker, 
"Experimenter Bias and the UAIS " (unpublished data, University of 
Connecticut, 1967), cited by Robert Rosenthal and Lenore Jacobson, 
Pygmalio.fl_ in !be f]assroom_ (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
Inc., 1968}, p. 34. 

33Jack C. Pflugrath, "Counselor Bias' The Effect of Counselor 
Expectation Upon the Attitudes of Counse:ors and Their Clients" 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, The-University of North Dakota, 
1965). 

34Utsu1 a Wartenberg-- Ekren. "The Effect of Experimenter Knowledge 
of a SUoj ec risScno 1 as t1 c St-a:m:d·n-g-cm-th-e-Performane~-e-f'---8.-Rea-~en-i-R§!--------
Task11 (unpublished Master 1S thesis, Marquette University, 1962). 
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On the other hand, Kramer and Brennan,35 conducting a study in an 

institutional setting, discovered that if a schizophrenic patient were 

treated like a normal person he would respond in an essentially normal 

manner. However, it was also noted that previous workers who had ex-

pected the schizophrenic to be different observed the different behavior 

they expected. By treating a pc~rson in a responsible mannel' and treat

ing him as if. he were responsible improved behavior develops. Negative 

expectancies tend to bring forth undesirable behavior. Larrabee and 

Kleinsasser36 found that on administrations of the Weschler Intelligence 

Scale for Children the IQ 1 s were 7.5 points higher on the average when 

the child 1s examiner expected superior performance. 

These few cases do not prove conclusively that bias is possible 

or not possible, although they do indicate that experimenter bias can 

become a factor, but not necessarily so. It seems that experimental de

sign is quite important in avoiding bias. Rosentha137 discussed the 

double blind design as one which can increase the degree of objectivity 

35Ernest Kramer and EdvJin P. Brennan, 11 1-lypnotic Susceptibility 
of Schizophrenic Patients, 11 ~ourn~l.Q.f t._~nq_rrnal and -~_cial ps_ycholo91:'_, 
69:657-659, 1964. 

36L. L. Larrabee and L. D. Kleinsasser, 11 The Effect of 
Experimenter Bias on WISC Performance 11 (unpublished paper, St. Louis, 
Mo.: Psychology .L\ssociates, 1967), cited by Robert Rosenthr.l and 
Lenore Jacobson, fy_~~J.!.a_]_i2_Q_ _1._!1_ the ~lass_Y'_oo~ {NevJ York: Holt Rinehart, 
and ~linston, Inc., 1968), p. 34. 

37Rosentha l , .QE_· cit_., p. 367. 
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in a study. Campbell and Stan1ey38 also suggested v1c.ys to avoid the 

contaminations of objectivity. There are subtle ways in which expecta-

tions can deceive even the astute scientist. In 1929 Pavlov assumed 

that some of his theories involving white mice seemed to be supportive 

of Lamarck's theory.39 Later he explained tha.t h·is conclus·ions were not 

true because it was the experimenters who were doing a better job of 

teaching rat~er than the differences in the rats that were being 

observed. 

Rosenthal and Jacobson's widely publicized study has been under 

criticism by other researchers because the experimental design appeared 

to be faulty. Barber40 and his associates conducted five investigations 

involving 501 subjects and fifty-one experimenters to study experimenter 

bias effects. Each of the five investigations failed to demonstrate 

that the experimenters' expectancy biases influenced their results. The 

use of the Tests of General Jl,bility was criticized by Thorndike.41 

Thorndike considered the data gathering and data analysis procedures in 

Rosenthal and Jacobson's study very inadequate and felt that the 

38oonald T. Campbell and Julian C. Stanley) Expf_rj_!llen~al_ an_Q_ 
Quasi-·I.~.~riment~ Designs for _Fesearch (Chicago: RQ.nd ~kNally & 
Company, 1963), p. 25. 

39senjamin Gruenberg, Th~ ~to!_Y of EvQ}_utio_!l (Princeton, N.J.: 
Van Nostrand, 1929), pp. 160-161. 

40Th~odore Xenophon Barber, David S. Calverley, Albert Forgione, 
John D. ~kPeake, John F. Chaves, and Barbara Bovwn, "Five J\ttempts to 
Replicate the Experimenter B·ias Effect," Jo~rr~?_lof_~on~~__lting_~nd_ 

-----------C~~-ntc~l-~~~~~~~~_3~:1-6, February~~l_96_9_. ____________________________________ ___ 

41Thorndike, op. cU._., p. 708. 
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conclusions were suspect. An article by Gephart and Antonoplos42 

examines some of the various criticisms raised and discussed the 

Hawthorne effects, demand characteristics, halo effects~ and placebo 

effects which also affect investigations of this type. Rosentha143 re-

sponded to Barber•s work with an article in defense of experimenter 

expectancy in which he points out differences betvJeen his studies and 

Barber•s studies. 

VI. STUDIES WITH ANIMALS 

Some of the most carefully controlled studies on experimenter 

bias and the effects of expectations have been conducted in laboratory 

situations with animals. The general consensus is that experimenters 

with high expectancy seem to obtain better results. Whether these ex-

periments vJi th 1 aboratory anuma 1 s can approximate norma 1 uncontro 11 ed 

human situations might be debatable, but the findings do lend support to 

the self-fulfilling prophecy. Cordaro and Ison44 completed a study in 

which seventeen experimenters were led to believe that the a.quatic worms 

they observed fell into either a) the group of worms already taught to 

---~-------

4·2William J. Gephart and Daniel P. Antonoplos, 11 The Effects of 
Expectancy and other Research-·Bi as i ng Factors, 11 Phi D~_!9_ Kap2aQ_, 
50:579-583, June, 1969. 

43Robert Rosenthal, 11 0n Not So Replicated Experiments and Not 
So \·Je 11 Results, 11 ~g-~_r-~a ]_ ot ~Ol}~l!} ti ng_ and Cli_ni c~_l_ Pst0l.cD_g_g_y, 
33:7-10, February, 1969. 

44Lucian Cordaro and James R. lson, 11 0bserver Bias in Classical 
Conditioning of tile el anari an, 11 f2,'-:~ho_l_Q_gj_s:C!l f~l25Jtt_?_, 13:787-789, 1963. 
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turn or b) the group of worms not previously taught to turn. Actually 

the worms were randomly chosen and only the experimenters' beliefs were 

different. It was discovered that when experimenters expected higher 

performances they observed more turning and contracting in the worms 

than the experimenters who were led to expect less. 

Rosenthal and Lawson45 reported that a study of the effects of 

experimenter· _bias on the apparent learning of laboratory rats led to the 

conclusion that experimenters expecting to find competent performance of 

their rats in learning tend to do so, and the experimenters who expected 

the reverse likewise found the reverse to be tr·ue. Forty-seven per cent 

of those who were led to believe they v1ere vwrking with "dull" rats be·· 

lieved the subjects to be uneducable, but only five per cent of the 

experimenters assigned "bright" rats felt they were uneducable. 

Rosenthal and Fode46 conducted another study with albino rats. The 

rats were to be taught to run to a darker arm of a T-shaped maze. Half 

of the experimenters were told that the rats were maze bright, and half 

of them were told the rats were maze dull. The rats believed to be 

brighter showed daily improvement, but those believed to be dull im

proved only to the third day and then worsened. 

An interesting case study of a horse has been described by 

45Robet·t Rosenthal and Reed La\1/s.on, "A Longitudinal Study of the 
Effects of Experimenter Bias on the Operant Learning of Laboratory 
Rat~.~· ~ournal of _ts_r~_hi_atri_~ Rese_Q_tCl!_, 2:61-72, 1964. 

________ ____f£l 6Rehe-l"-t-RG~@l'l-tl:wJ_and_KermiL1. . F ode , "The Effect of Ex peri -
menter Bias on the Perfon11ance of the Albino Rat, 11 Behavioral Science, 
() ·1 °3 l 00 l9t~'.;· ---··-··--- -·-----
(), u. - ()~/) , I J • 
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Rosentha1.47 The horse, known as Clever Hans, had demonstrated the 

ab·llity to add, subtl·act, multiply, ar.d divide as v.'ell as perform other 

feats which seemed amazing for an animal. Careful observations and 

experiments by Pfungst48 led to thE! discovery that the hor'se•s ability 

was contingent upon the expectancy of the questioner. Clever Hans was 

extremely alert to subtle signs and had learned that whenever people 

asked a ques~ion they vJould then lean fonvard slightly to \,mtch his 

hoof. That was the signal to start tapping. The almost imperceptible 

head movements of the questioner when the correct number of taps had 

been made signaled Hans to stop tapping. Pfungst devoted much effort 

to so 1 vi ng the mystery and cone 1 uded that they wer'e m·i s 1 ed earlier 

because they searched for the answers from the horse when it was actual-

ly the questioners who unintentionally supplied the answers. Neverthe

less, Clever Hans ur.doubtedly had extraotdinary perceptual sensitivity 

which surpasses that of many humans. 

Other studies are available and would lend additional support to 

the self-fulfilling prophecy. In studies involving human bein0s it is 

not easy, and sometimes impossible, to control the variables and obvi-

ously individual differences in people are greater than in laborato1~ 

animals. The contribution of these experiments are nonetheless valuable 

----·---

47Robert Rosenthal, 11 Clever Hans: A Case Study of Scientific 
~lethod~" Introduction to 0. Pfungst, Clever Hans: (The Horse of r~r. Von 
Os_ter~), (Ne1tl York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winsfc)11-;-l965); pp--:-9--42.-- ---

_________ t~,_Bo_. Pfungst, Clever Hans (the Hoi~se of ~ljr. Von Osten): A 
~on!_l'i_t~~~i:j2!1. _!.2. f~~_r_:i_i:nen t~_L ~n iJ~ l ; ~.!}_g_-~~i13!_~~!~!:he-l-elJ:t ~'I@VI-l'OX'k: _______ _ 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1911), p. 7-42. 
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and need amplification. It 'dOUld he most desirable to translate the 

implications obtained from these animal studies into human behavioral 

applications. ~1uch needs tc be done to understand hovt sim'ilal" expecta-

tions on the part of experimenters or teachers affect behavior. 

VII. STUDIES OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR 

Numerous studies have been made on expectancies and human 

behavior. Some are survey type studies wh·ich merely assess expectancies 

of various groups. Some match expectations of o~e group with another. 

Geller49 studied the client expectotions about counseling and counsei·· 

or•s perceptions of themselves as a counselor and found that client 

expectations were somewhat related to outcome of counseling but that 

counselor role perceptions were strongly related to both client and 

counselor evaluations of outcome. Miller's 50 study was concerned with 

the nurse's perception and the patient•s expectation. Many other 

studies have attempted to measure teacher expectations, pupil expecta-

tions, client expectntio~s, and parent expectations. Some have dealt 

with the possible cause-effect relationships between the perceptions of 

49Marvin Herbert Geller, 11 Client Expectations, Counselor Role-· 
Perception, and Outcome of Counseli~g•• (unp~blished Doctoral disserta
tion, Unive;~sity of CalifoY'nia, Berkeley, i965). 

-----------f'-'L,Ost~pben~:loJ:nLM_iller, 11 The Nursc>'s Perception and the PC\tient's 
Expecta. ti on of the l~U1'S ·J ng Ro 1 e--A Study of Patient Sat 1 sfa.GYi on ~Jtt~·~ -----~--

Care: (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, St. Louis University, 1963). 



two groups. Although Hudson51 found some general agreement among stu-

dent descriptions of the same teacher, it also appeared that different 

groups of students rated teachers on different criteria. 
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Probably the most convincing findings have occurred in the 

medical professions. The placebo effect has been noted in the medical 

and mental health professions for a long time. Shapiro52 concluded that 

the placebo effect has been in operation in the practice of medicine for 

many years. He pointed out that dangerous practices and useless medica

tions have been used over the years but invariably the patient was 

helped. Credit can be given to the placebo effect of the treatment 

rather than the direct benefits of the treatment itself. Similar 

placebo effects have been found in the practice of counseling.53 

Sheard54 noted that although modern medicines are far more effec-

tive, new drugs seem n1ost efficacious when they are first developed and 

tend to lose some of their therapeutic value with the passage of time. 

He suspected that some of this is due to the physician's expectations 

and hm'l it is communicated to the pat·ient. Some of the messages 

51Keith Calv·ln Hudson, "Pupil Expectations of Teacher Behavior as 
a Possible Influence Upon Pupil Ratings of Teacher Effectiveness" 
(unpublished Doctoral dissertation, The Florida State University, 1964). 

52Arthur K. Shapiro, "Factors Contributing to the Placebo 
Effect," Atnel~i~9i:l. Jo~rnal of Psychother_~y_, 18:73-88, 1964. 

53Rosenthal and Jacobson, _QQ. cit., pp. 12-12. 

54M-i-G-hag_l----S-.--SI"lca_-cd_,_"Ib_e_1nfl uence of Doctor's J\ ttitude on the 
Patient's Response to Antidepressant Hedication," Journ_a_l. _gf ~~rvoLJ._?_ 
£:~l_sl_ L~e~~c_?l pi_s_~_se~, 136:555-560, 1963. 
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conveyed by the doctor might include a) real enthusiasm for a new drug 

as reflected in his voice, b) a less positive conviction as more careful 

research is conducted and findings show the drug not as effective as 

hoped, and c) possibly a tentative tone of voice in talking about the 

drug as he begins to be dubious. 

Several important studies have been conducted by Beecher.55 His 

study on the placebo on rnodercd:e levels of experimentally induced pain 

showed that morphine was no better than saline solution in a situation 

where neither physicians nor patients knew which ones were administered 

placebos. Beecher56 also found that certain operations have a placebo 

effect. In a controlled experiment he discovered that an operation that 

was being conducted on patients with good results was actually a place-

bo. Certain pat·ients -in the study were metely given skin incisions and 

led to believe the operation was completed. These patients obtained 

similar relief from symptoms. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated 

that dryness of the mouth, nausea, sensations of heaviness, headache, 

difficulty in concentration, drowsiness, relaxation, a 1:Jarm glo~'!, fa-

tigue, sleep, skin rashes, palpitation, and constriction of the pupils 

were some of the symptoms produced by phannocologicRliy inactive 

placebos.57 Beecher soerns to have effectively demo:1strated the ''drug 

55Henry Beecher, "Pain: One Mystery Solved," Sciell_Ce, 
151:840-341, 1966. 

56Henry Beecher, "SurgeJ~y as Placebo," Jo_ul~na 1 2f _t_h_e_ ~~_§I..:i ca_n_ 
------~~i~~~d_,~· c~: a~~~~-t\s soc i a ti2.Ct.' 17 6: 11 OC.- ll 0 7 , 1 9 61. 

57Henrv Beechc:r, "The Pov!e.rful Place be," ~ourna l of:_ _!:h~ ~!_§'r·f_s:Etr~ 
r~e~lie0l. f~;so~~i_:~!_i_~l:!_, 1 [)9: 1602-!fi(.;6' 1955. 
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effects'' of non-drugs and the implications are intriguing. The use of 

placebos for tre~tments in educational settings have rarely been ex-

plored. 

Loranger, Prout, and White58 conducted an experiment in which an 

enti r·e staff of a hospital was led to be 1 i eve that a nevJ tranquilizer 

and a new energizing drug were being introduced to hospital use. 

Actually, bot~ nevJ drugs were placebos, and only the hospHal director 

and the experimenters knew this. The resulting staff assessments in-

dicated that the drugs were found effective in patient treatment with 

about seventy per cent of the patients being helped at least a little. 

In a study of the relationship of student and counselor expecta

tions to rated counseling satisfaction Cundick59 found that counselor 

satisfaction and client satisfaction were not significantly related. 

Cohen60 reported that experimentally induced success led to increases in 

self evaluation while induced failure led to decrease in self evalua-

tion. He felt that expectancy might have been a contributing factor but 

58J\. ~1. Loranger, C. T. Prout, and Mary A. White, "The Placeho 
Effect in Psychiatric Drug Research," ~~_rnal ot !l~- American ~edic~ 
As.?_qci~_ti~, 176:920-925, 1961. 

59sert Pierson Cundick, "The Relation of Student and Counse1or 
Expectations to Rated Counseling Satisfaction'' (unpublished Doctoral 
dissertation, Tile Ohio State Un-iversity, 1962). 

60Alvin Irving Cohen, "ChangE~s in Self Concept as a Function of 
------E-x-ree-t-ari·e-y-aREI-E"-x.pe-l"-i+J1&.l"l-tE\-l-l..y-I-nduc.e.d_$_uLc£s_~~F a~,'-'·l~u~l·...,.e_a..._.n_o_;c;-,1 ~N~e~u t.,..r.---e"-'.1 __________ _ 

Conditionsii (unpublished Doctoral dissertation, Southern Illinois 
University, 1960). 
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not a significant one. Goldstein61 found that the therapists' expecta-

tion was re"lo.ted to the duration of psychotherapy, but client--perceived 

personality change was not related to the therapist's expectancy. 

Frank62 attempted to measure congruence in patient and therapist expec

tancies. He concluded that in effect patients are given psychotherapy 

lessons. In other vwrds, they learn vJhat to expect and \<that is expected 

of them. Thqse studies are perhaps representative of work in this area 

of human behavior and indicate that cause-effect relationships are 

suggested but have not been clearly established in many instances. Al

though the influence of self-fulfilling prophecies are not as obvious, 

there are indications that under controlled situations the expectancies 

of clients and therapists are major determinants of outcomes. 

Another aspect of human behaviot wh·ich seems to be influenced by 

expectations is athletic prowess. Jastrow63 pointed out that contempla·· 

tion of possible failure can hinder successes which are actually 

attainable. Nany athletic feats which were once believed to be 

impossible have been accomplished and even surpassed. The four minute 

mile was formidable at one time~ but a well accepted fact today. New 

records are being established in pole vaulting, swimming, and other 

61Arnold P. Goldstein, Kenneth Heller, and Lee B. Sechrest, 
f.~ycho_!b_~r:?_gy_ E:_Y!.<! _tht ?s.rJ:w l_9_g1_ of ~~h_cwi q.r.:_ Chance (NevJ York: John 
W1ley & Sons, Inc., 1966, p. 

62Jerome D. Ft·ank, 11 Discussion of Eysenck's 'The Effects of 
------P-s-y-s-l'lG-t}:J~Ca[\}~" Ir.tern~.t:i C?_na l Journal of_ Ps_ychi a~'{ .. l: 150--152, 1965. 

63Jastrovl, 9.£· cit., p. 301. 
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sports. Other studies have shown that athletes are greatly influenced 

by self expectancies and gtoup expectancies. 

Potentially the most meaningful type of human relationships occur 

bet\'.'een pan~nt ar1d child. Ginott64 observed that when a child is called 

clumsy he may at first refuse the label but often the child believes the 

parent and comes to think of himself as clumsy. Likewise, a child i'lho 

is told by paTents that he is stupid comes to believe it. He gives up 

intellectual effor·ts in order to avoid failure. Teachers assume the 

role of parents in schools and can have a similar impact upon children. 

Dolce65 stated that the ghetto child is a victim of his environment. He 

is psychologically, socially, and physically disadvantaged, and fails to 

achieve to middle class standards because of low expectations of 

teachers. According to Dolce these factors combine to reconstitute a 

form of self-fulfilling prophecy. Chall66 mentioned the need for more 

information about the expectations teachers, schools, and communities 

have of reading achievement. Perhaps the psychological effects of 

teacher-pupil relationships are now receiving increased consideration. 

VIII. EXPECTATIONS AND LEARNING 

Earlier studies dealing with expectations in the field of 

64Haim Ginott, Between Parent and Child (New York: The MacMillan 
Company, 1965), p. 48.---------- -~ ---

65carl Ll. Dolce, "The Inner City---A Superintendent 1 s Viev1," 
------S~1L!!:':~::-f~:~J_e:-~'b-~ 52: 36, J a nua ry_-----'-llc_,"------'l-=-9-=-6"--9 c_' ----------------~----

C6Jeanne Chall, loc. cit. 
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education tended to focus on descriptive studies which indicated what 

pupils~ parents, or teachers expected of themselves or of others. There 

seemed to be less concern or awareness of the influences of the adult or 

authority f·igure ~1pon the learnet'. t~lote recently studies are examining 

the ways that people affect each other. It is now apparent that many 

relationships are occurring concurrently in an educational setting.67 

Certain positive types of relat-ionships might be offset by negativ(~ 

ones and result ·in a lack of appropriate t'esponses or a. type of learn"1r1g 

which is unanticipated. Some of the pertinent questions for educators 

center upon how realistic our expectations are~ what can be done to 

change them~ and hovv and in VJhf.lt 'days they should be changed.68 r· c.VC:i 

the matter of the ethics or modifying the value systerns of socially 

different grours of peopl c r.er~d to be examined more thoroughly. 69 

Aronson and Carlsmith70 concluded that if a person expects to 

perfor·m poorly in a particular task, a good performance v1oul d be i neon·· 

sistent with his expectancy~ so he will attempt to red~ce the dissonance 
1 '. 
I 

by denying this petformcmce. A. furthel~ study by Aronson, CarlsmHh~ and 

67:ze1ly) KcgE:rs, ~'aslm,·~ and Co;nbs, .92· ci_-~_., pp. 93···98. 

68l!2Js:J_. ' pp. i 09-110. 

69stella Ch~ss~ 'O~inio~: Disadvantages of 'The Disadvantaged 
Chi 1 d' ~" f.me_rj~:.<1!!. l.Q~~tG!:~L g_f_ Q_r""t_~~lJJ_~.Y_c_!li_C!-_1!)'_, 39:4-6 j January~ i 969. 



Darley71 revealed that leading a person to form a strong expectancy of 

performing an unpleasant task will increase the probability of his 

choosing the unpleasant one over a more desirable one when offered a 

choice. Similar findings resulted from a replication of the Aronson 

and Carlsmith study which vtas conducted by Sampson and Sibley.72 In 
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this case the subjects tended to judge a solution as sweeter when sweet-

ness v...as the ,expected quality. These studies seem to imply that there 

is a relationship between performance and expectancy. 

What has been reported previously concerning experimenter expec

tat-ion in labora_tory and social settings seems to have applicardlity to 

the educational setting. The evidence that has been presented appears 

to indicate that the experimenter or the teacher's expectations. overtly 

or covertly, are conveyed to the learner and leads him to form certain 

kinds of self-expectations. Deutsch73 suggested that negative attitudes 

toward learning evolve in the schoolsT' Becker74 found that tec;chers and 

71E1liot Aronson. J. Merrill Carlsmith, and John M. Darley, 
"The Effects of Expectancy on Vol unteer·i ng for an Unpleasant 
Experience," ~Q~X!}~l 2i. f:I?__D._o_rrr.~J ~_12~ Soci i.!l P~y_cho l_g_gy. 66:220-224, 
1963. 

72Edh'ard E. Sampson and Linda B. Sibley, "A Further Examination 
of the Conti nnati on or Non--Confi rmiJ. ti on of Expectancies and Des i ·r·es, 11 

Jour_!l_?_l_ _9f Pe:_rsona i i :tY_ and ~-~ci_a 1 PsycbQlQBy, 2:133-137, 1965. 

,'0 73~1artin P. Deutsch, "The Disadvantaged Child and the Learning 
Process~" in A. H. PassovJ (ed.), Educat_ion in Denressed Areas (New York: 
BUl~eau of Publications, Teachers Colleg-e~-Cofumbia--unrv-er-s"ity, 1963), 
p. 178. 

________ _J__]JI-~~Q';J-fl-r~d---S .. -Beck_e_r_,_"_S__oci a l Class Variations in the T(~o.cher-Pupi 1 
Rela ti Oiisr:i ps," )_0~1r~~-l . .9} fd_~~~j:i q~~~ ~~i ol o_gy, 25 :451-45~~prn-,---------
19~)2. 
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administrators in slum schools expect less from lovwr-class children, 
t\ 

and he noted that the learning gap widened through the grades: ·Rosenthal 

and Jacobson ex2mi ned ma.ny of the povel~ty programs and observea·-rl;~t the 

prem·ises for· these expensive~ special programs ''too rarely suggest that 

teacher attitudes and behavior might be contributing to pupil failure. 

And yet teacher reaction to lower-class children may well be intertwined 

inextdcably Jn their lack of success. 11 75 

Cromwe n76 reported that i ndi vi duals are essentially 11 succ:ess 

striving 11 or 11 failure avoiding.''r~?He concluded that people, including 

mentally retarded children, either choose to work for success with the 

. subsequent rewards or try to avoid fa i1 ure VJith its connotations of pun-

ishment. The expectancy of the person is colored by his prior experien

ces ~tlhich in turn determine hovJ a situation "is perce·ived by the ind·ivid-· 

ual. Gard~er77 found that normal children tend to increase their efforts 

after a failure more frequently an~ to a greater degree than retarded 
/~ /1 

\ " 
children of the same mento.l age. This finding seems consistent with the 

v1ork of Cronl\'Je 11 . Perhaps as the role of expectations becomes more 

clearly defined educators can become more successful in transmitting ex-

pectat·ions vthich might posit·ively affect the expettat·ions of learners .. 

/ 

t~' 75Rosentha l and Jacobson, QR· ci !_., p. 50. . 

\l.r 76Rue L. Cromv1e ll , 11 Selected Aspects of Persona 1 ity Development 
in t,1enta1ly Retarded Children, 11 ~Xi:~J;ional ChiJs!.r.~~-' 28:4,1-51, 1951. 

: 77vJil!iam I. GanJne~-, 11 Reactions of Intellectually Nonnal and 
------:R~tcU'-cL2li_Jj_Qys aftel~ Experiment21l y Induced Fa.il ure -· f\ Social Learll'i r.g 

The o ry 11 
( u n p iJ b 1 i s he cl Doctorc.rl-d-i-s-s-el"-ta-i=-'i-Gn-,-Gno_r__g e Pea hod y Co 1 i e g c f o r' 

Teach0rs, 1958). 
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IX. SUf~MJ\RY 

Considerable interest has been generated in·the potential-·apFJ-li

cations.of the self-fulfill·ing prophecy concept. Although no conclusive 

and irrefutable findings have been produced~ much of the research seems 

to indicate that one person's expectations can significantly affect 

another's performance or attitudes. It would appear that this needs to 

be a basic assumption in cuu:-:seling.and psychotherapy. The applicabil·· 

ity of this idea pervades all phases of educationi social vwrk) business, 

and the healing professions. In view of the interest in this concept 
~·'l· . ; ~!). . ' . ' <, • 

and the implications it offers in the area of bumanrelations more 

effort must be made to understand how it works and under what conditions 

it vw rks best. 



CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENlAL DESIGN AND PROCEDURES 

This study \'las designed to determine 'tJhat differences, if any, 

would result in junior high school student achievement, intelligence 

measures, and attitudes under a variety of tr'eatment conditions. The 

various treatments are presented in table form in this chapter (FigUl'e 

1). The dependent and independent variables will be stated with de-

tailed procedures on the manipulation of these variables. 

I. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 

Su~_j__ect~-· The subjects mak·ing up the sample consistE~d of seventh 

grade pupils from a junior high school in an urban school district with 

approximately 32,000 students. Census data compiled by the school dis

trict Resea.rch Office indicated that 22.8 per cent of the pupils 

attending this school had Spanish surnames, 35.6 per cent were Negro, 

33.3 per cent were white, 4.7 per cent were Orientals, and 3.6 per cent 

vJere list8d as other non··v.rhites.l Total enrollment for this school vias 

1,481 pupils in grades seven through nine. Additional population 

characteristics found in the 1960 Census Tracts2 showed a median income 

l K~~j_?_~_g_ 8ac:.i~:_l_ and_ ttb._ni~. Efeort, Stockton Unified School District 
Research Office., Cc-·ce1nber 2, l9G4. 
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of approximately $3,800 for families and unrelated individuals residing 

in the ten tracts comprising the attendance area for the school. Ap-

prox·imately tv1enty-tvw per cent of the civ-ilian force vJere unemployed. 

An estimated ten per cent of the families had incomes under $1,000 and 

approx·imately twenty per cent of the families only had incomes between 

$1,000- $1,999. School records indicate that many of the families were 

on welfare or ~mployed in low paid manual labor. The school was one of 

several in the district that qualified for funds under Title 1 of the 

Elementary and Secondary Education /\ct of 1965 for compensatory educa-

tion programs to provide massive aid in order to raise achievement 

levels and reduce the disadvantages inherent with poverty conditions. 

Fifteen English teachers and arithmetic teachers were involved in 

this study. All English and arithmetic teachers of the sample students 

were included. Neither the teachers nor the pupi 1 s \'Jere informed of the 

actual nature and design of this experiment. 

~1etl:l_od~ of -~j_~_cti n_st ~1bject~. Subjects were randomly se 1 ected 

from the seventh grade student population and randomly assigned to dif-

ferent experirnentai treatments by the use of a table of random numbers 
..., 

as suggested by ~1atheson." Any students v.Jho were earning all A1
S at the 

end of the first quarter were excluded, because improvement would be 

difficult to 1neasure, ar;d al1 students \liho were in special education 

classes for the educationally mentally retarded were also excluded from 

3i,1atheson, Bruce, and Beauchamp, .9J2.· ~j!_., pp. 24-25 ana 
Appendix A. 
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consideration in the selection process because norms and programs would 

not be comparable to regular classes. A total of five mentally retarded 

students v1ere ~liminated and one straight 11 A11 student vias excluded. 

Every English and arithmetic teacher of regular seventh grade 

students \vas automatically selected if he had one or more of the sub-

jects in a class. Due to the random selection method every class of 

seventh grade English or arithmetic contained pupils who were included 

in the sample. 

conditions. A 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design described in Kerlinger4 was 

used for this study. A more graphic portrayal of this design can be 

found in Figure 1. This design was selected because it allows for mani-

pulation and control of two or more var·iables simultaneously and permits 

the study of the interactive effects of the independent variables on 

dependent variables. 

The independent variables were: 

1. Informing teachers 

2. Informing pupils 

3. Reinforcing either pupil and/or teacher 

The dependent variables were: 

1. Reading achievement scores 

2. Arithmetic achievement scores 

~·Fred 1·1. Kerl inge.r, Foundations of-Gehavioral-Researrli(-N-ew-'h:rrk-:·---
Ho lt, R'ir1chiH't and t·Ji ns ton; -TnC:~-;--1964};-pp .-2-2)-::.--q-:- -·-------
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3. Intelligence quotients 

4. Gt'ades 

5. Attendance 

6. Teacher ratings of pupils on attitudes 

7. Pupil self·-rating of attitudes 

The various combinations of the experimental treatment t'esulted 

in the following eight cells with 25 subjects assigned to each making a 

total sample of 200: 

1. Teacher informed -· AlB2C2 

2. Pupil informed - A2BlC2 

3. Teacher i nforrr.ed and pupil informed - A1B1C2 

4. Teacher informed and teacher reinforced - A182Cl 

5. Pupil informed and pupil reinforced - A2B1 c1 

6. Tec,chpr i nforrnecl and pupil ·j nformed, both teacher and 

pupil reinforced - A,B,C 

7. Hawthorne control g1·oup - pu)rl and teacher contacts 

made during the third and fourth quarter without sugges

tions of higher potential for success - A2B2C1 

8. Control group - no special treatment - A2B2c2 

The use of this ex;-1~:ri mental design involved the testing of seven 

hypotheses for each dependent variable considered. The statistical 

treatm2nt of the seven variables ·~vas handled in b-10 sta9es. All of the 

variables generally considel'ed to be relnted to school achievement 'tH~t'O 

------§r--etJ·peEI-a-£-0.------'.tl'l-'i-t-.-Ibo___other va}'iables which \vere r1ore in the natute of 

bcht:i\'ior and aU;Hude measu1·es were tn,ated as anc-Jthr.r· stag2. Every 
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dependent variable was treated separately and then combined under factor 

analysis to produce additional factors the results of which were treated 

by analysis of variance. A total of thirteen separate analyses of 

variance were used in this study. The significance level of p ( .05 was 

selected for all analyses of variance. Each separate analysis of 

variance consisted of the following: 

Main ef_fects: 

1. Between teachers informed and teachers not informed 

(Al , A2) 

2. Between pupils informed and pupils not informed (B1} B2) 

3. Betv.Jeen reinforcement and no re·i nforcement ( C1 , C2) 

Intet'actions: 

4. Interaction: A X B 

Teachers informed and pupils informed 

5. Interaction: A X C 

Teachers informed and reinforcement 

6. Interaction: B X C 

Pupils informed and reinforcement 

7. Interaction: A X B X C 

Teachers i11fonned and pupils informed and reinforcement 

~-a?W'em~r~t __ t~<;!1r:t_i~~~. Instruments used for determining the ef

fects of ti1e ·independent var'iables upon each of the dependent variables 

including the foll0wing: 

1. School £r<:,des - se1nester grades fol' each school subJect audng 
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the 1968-1969 school year. Letter grades were converted to a 4-3-2-1-0 

system representing A-8-C-D-F. 

2. Attendance - a count of the number of days of absence for the 

school year 1968-1969. Tabulation was made at the close of school in 

May, 1969. 

3. Arithmetic achievement - Ernest W. Tiegs and Willie W. Clark, 

~_L}J:.~Y. _g_f_ t\ritl'l!lle!_j ~ .f.ch i C'{~~l_?Il_t, Junior High Leve 1 , Form I , Ca 1 ifo rn i a 

Test Bureau~ 1959. 

4. Rending achievement- M. J. Nelson, The Nelso~ Re~_Qi~_g_ Test_, 

revised edition, grades 3-9, Fonn A, Houghton Mifflin Co., 1962. 

5. IQ - John C. Flanagan, Iest_~ .Q_f_ Ge_neral Abj_lj_!;)~, Grades 6-·9, 

Form fl., Science Research ,ll.ssociates, 1959. 

6. Teacher evaluation of pupils - a rating form employing a 

summative scale was designed (see Appendix A). This check list was 

given to teachers and completed in May, 1969. Each English teacher and 

arithmetic teacher fi li t:~d i1 form for every student. 

7. Pupil self-evaluation - an equivalent of the form presented 

to teachers for pupil ratings was used with pupils for self evaluation. 

This made possible a cornparison b~tv.Jeen the tv10 ratings. Some addition

al datn were collected on the student questionnaire (see Appendix B). 

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES 

An attempt was made to control this study by hctving all proce-

criticisnls of other research studies were considered~ and efforts were 



made to avoid similar problems. 

All of the counseling interviews with pupils were conducted by 

the researcher in otdel' to maintain optimum uniformity in contacts. A 

daily log was maintained of pupil contacts~ and notes from interviews 

were recorded. Teacher contacts were also done on an individual basis 

by the experimenter. 
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The informing stage of the experiment was carried out as described 

in chapter one. The steps of informing pupils of greater potential tnd 

demonstrating an interest in their school performance were repeated for 

each pupil in the study on an individual basis. Informing teachers of 

this higher expectation for the selected pupils was accomplished by 

conferences with each teacher o.1 ai'1 in<.iividual basis. All of the in

forming of teachers and pupils was done at the beginning of the second 

quarter. 

The selective reinforcement stage was conducted by similar in

dividual interviews with pupils and teachers. The reinforcement 

followed the steps outlined in chapter one and generally consisted of 

reminding the pupils and teachers of the higher expectations. One rein

forcement contact was made with each sample student during the middle 

of the third quarter~ and another contact \~as ma.de at the mid-point of 

the fourth quarter. Teacher reinforcement contacts were handled by 

discussing the progress of these selectee pupils and reminding the 

teacher of the expectatiors for these pupils. Lists of names were used 

_____ ____.i-11-tAe-GGr.·~g_l:-G-tlCe£-to-eDs_ul:c___±Jla~_E. a c h 12 uRi l s c he du 1 e d to be re ~ n for c: e d 

v1a::: d·iscussecl. Reinforcerrent of teachers occurred at the middle of the 
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third and fourth quarters. A timetable showing the sequence of these 

procedures is found in this chapter. 

The testing program to assess the effects of the various treat

ments was conducted in May, 1969. Jensen•s5 observation that Rosenthal 

and Jacobson committed a serious enor in using teachers to administer 

the tests upon which their conclusions were based led the experimenter 

personally to administer all of the tests to the seventh grade students 

in the school. It was felt that the least amount of disruption to the 

school program would be encountered by testing pupils in their English~ 

social studies, and arithmetic classes. The Tests of General Ability) 

the Nelson Reading TEst~ and the stud~nt attitude survey were adminis-

tered the English and social studies classes which were two period 

blocks o·f tim:=. Arithrn2tic clas:.;es v!ere US(!d to adm-inister the Survey 

of Arithmetic Achievement. While the experimenter was administering the 

tests in each of the classes the teachers were able to complete their 

ratings of students. 

The designat-ion 11 Sumple students .. refers to the two hundred sub

jects se 1 ected for this study. A 11 other seventh grade pupils vJho vJere 

tested along with the sample \!Jere termed 11 non-sample students.•• Alrnost 

an equal number of sample and non-sample students were tested. In the 

testing no distiction vias made betvieen sa.mple and non--sample students. 

Every pupil in the seventh grade had a set of pre-1 abei ed) machine 

scoring answer cards~ and all who were present during a class period 

l)J nc ..,,., 0' . ---: ~- l 0° ' e . ,> ~I I , p , l. I C • ~ p , 0 , 
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were tested. This proc~d11re required eighteen group administrations of 

each test or a total of seventy-t\'to test administration sessior.s. (See 

Appendix C). Four make-up sessions also were held, but due to the high 

absentee rate several of the sample students were never present to be 

evaluated. The test data collected on the non-sample students were 

analyzed and used for comparative purposes in the next chapter. 

The time schedule for carrying out various procedures in this 

experiment was as follows: 

September to October, 1968 

November - December, 1968 -
Between second and sixth 
week of second quarter 

February, 1969 -
Middle of third quarter 

April , 1969 -
Middle of fourth quarter 

t·1ay, 1969 
Pri0r to end of school 
year 

Procedures 

Selection of sample and collec
tion of preliminary data 

Inform pupils (done by re
searcher) 
Infonn teachers (done by 
researcher) 

Reinforce teachers (clone by 
researcher) 
Reinforce pupils (done by 
researcher) 

Reinforce teachers (done by 
resea1Acher) 
Reinforce pupils (done by 
researcher) 

Pupil evaluation by teachers 
Pupil self-evaluations (done in 
classes) 
Achievement tests (administered 
by researcher) 
IQ test (administered by 
r_esearcher) 

June, 1969 Compile attendance data (clone by 
After end of school researcher) 

_________ ,y"-'e-=--a"-"-.r ____________ -=C-=-o_._ll._.e=-:c._--,t. semester grades (done by 
researcher) 
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Reduction of the sources of error was an important consideration 

in conducting this experiment. r~1uch publicity and discussion had been 

focused upon Rosenthal and Jacobson's Oak School study in South San 

Francisco. If teachers suspected a replication of this, their attitudes 

and reactions might have affected the results to be obtained. An 

attempt was made to present this study as a counseling project with 

pupils rather_ than a teacher-oriented study. 

Another possible source of error was the halo effect of teacher 

grades. In other words, a higher grade might not represent higher 

achievement in certain cases. Other variables which were potential 

sources of error would include the test taking attitudes of pupils and 

the effects of natural causes such as a flu epidemic on school atten-

dance. However, it was not likely that any of these factors \1/el'e of 

rea 1 consequence. A 11 poss i b 1 e efforts It/ere made to minimize the ef-

fects of external variables. 

Some of the control procedures incorporated in the study to 

minimize error variance include: 

l. Limiting the knowledge about this experiment to a few 

people 

2. Utilization of random selection procedures 

3. Selection of an adequate experimental design 

4. Establishment of uniformity in teacher and pupil interviews 

5. Employment of adequate documentation of data and ptvcedures 

co11~puta t i c.ns 
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The statistical procedures recomnended by Cooley and Lohnes6 for 

multivariate procedures for behavioral sciences were followed in this 

study. They involve principal components analysis with ones ir. the 

diagonals for total variance factoring follmved by varimax rotation. 

Correlations were computed by the use of the Pearson product-moment 

correlation formula. 

SUMMARY 

This study was conducted during the 1968-1969 school year at a 

junior high school. A 2 x 2 x 2 factorial design was selected for this 

study. Tv/0 hundred randomly selected students \liere divided into eight 

groups of twenty-five pupils per group. Each group v1as randomly as-

signed to various treatments consisting of combinations of informing 

teachers, informing pupils, and reinforcing both. The data were 

treated with analyses of variance and factor analyses. The .05 level of 

significance was adopted for all analyses of variance. 

6 tJ-iJJj_a m-~!_,_coole¥_an_cl_~uJ___R.__L o h n e s , ~~ u 1 t i v a r i ate Pro c e d u res 
for th2 8eh2vioral Sciences, (Nevi York: John W11ey & Sons, -Inc., 1962), pp-:. T 6f-T(3·:-- ---- -- --------



CHAPTER IV 

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 

Having subjected the data. to various statistical treatments, 

the analyses of the results VJill be presented in this cha.ptet. Subse-· 

quent chapters will contain discussion of these findings with conclu

sions and recommendations for further study. 

Initially there were seven dependent variables which required 

seven sep~rate analyses of variance. An eighth dependent variable was 

added because the grade point averages were computed for the first and 

second semesters. Add Hi or,c:;i analyses of variance were also conducted 

on general factors which were obtained through factor analysis. All 

other treatments are e;q;lained in detail in this chapter. 

Following the pre5entation of some comparative data on the 

stude11t population and the sample, the various dependent variables were 

studied by thf~ use of a table of cell means and a table shmving the 

results from each analysis of variance. 

Table I shows the means of the sample and the non-sample students 

on six of the dependent variables. It can be seen that the randomly 

selected sample was representative of the seventh grade school popula

tion. The intelligence and achievement data were almost identical, and 

t tests of signific~nce revealed no significant differences between the 

t\'10 r1~ajor groups. 

1here were only a minimum of missing test data for each of the 

eight cells involved. Treatment groups of tvienty ... fi\'e pupils in each 
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cell were used at the beginning of the experiment giving a total sample of 

two hundred ~upils. Five of the initial sampling of two hundred had left 

the school betv~een the time the names were randomly drawn and the first 

teacher and pupil contacts were made in November. Additional names were 

substituted at that time to ensure a complete sample. The same procedures 

for random selection were applied in obtaining the replacemellt names. 

Only one hundred seventy-six of the sample students were still attending 

school when the study was completed in ~1ay. Due to dropouts, transfers 

to other schools, and irregular attendance post-test data were not ob

tainable for several of the subjects. The highest number of subjects that 

were successfully evaluated after treatment was twenty-tvw out of a pos

sible tvrenty-five ·in any given cell. In a fev1 instances the numbeY' of 

subjects in some cells fell below twenty. The cell means were used in 

place of tl1ese missing scores in order to maintain equal cell sizes, but 

the degrees of fre::dom were correspondingly reduced by the number of such 

substitutions. The variations in the degrees of freedom from variable to 

variable reflects the effect of this correction. 

The seven null hypotheses for each dependent variable will be 

stated prior to the presentation of the pertinent data for that particular 

variable. Tables of Means similar to Table II have been prepared to indi

cate the scores obtained by each cell on the different dependent variables. 

The effects of the various treatments upon the eight groups can be readily 

observed in these tables. An Analysis of Variance Table for each variable 

a 1 so v; i 1-1---ro-1-1-m·:---the----l"o. b-"l-e-e-f-G-e"l-l-i4eans~l~-S-patterJ1_yJj 11 be cons i s -· 

tenUy fo 11 O\'-if:d throughout the rema -; nder of this chapter. 



TABLE I 

MEANS FOR SAMPLE STUDENTS AND NON-SAMPLE STUDENTS 
ON SIX DEPENDENT VARIABLES 

BASED ON POST-TEST DATA 

---· 

Sample Non-Sample 
N ~~eans S.D. N Means 

I 
1 

- --- ·-~--~- -------

l. Intelligence Quotients 
tconverted from Tests 
f Genera 1 Abi 1 i ty rah' 

rcores) 165 87.23 16.84 185 86.99 

? 5urvey of Arithmetic '-• 

fchievement (raw scores) 157 24.10 10.47 196 24.17 

') [he Nelson Reading Test ...>. 

(raw scores) 166 30.84 11.38 190 30.08 

4. ~rade-point averages-Sem. I Not 
based on 4-3-2-1-0 system) 165 2.12 --- --- computed 

5. Grade-point averages-Sem. II Not 
(based on 4-3-2-1-0 system) 163 2.14 --- --- computed 

6. Days of absence during Not 
1968-1969 school year 173 13.89 --- --- computed 

S.D. t 

17.44 0.139 

10.41 -0.70 

11.14 0.580 

p 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

U"! 
(..~ 
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Dependent Variable #1: Intelligence quotients 

Null hypothesis (1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil intelligence quotients regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil intelligence quotients regardless of whether the pupil t1as been in

formed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil intelligence quotients regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pup-il intelligence quotients which might result from interaction effects 

betv1een the i nfonn-i ng of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil intelligence quotients which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil intelligence quotients which migl1t result from interaction effects 

betvJeen the ·informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There w·ill be no significant differences in 

pupil intelligence quotients which might result from the interaction ef-

fects among (a) infotming teachers~ (b) informing pupils~ and (c) rein

OTTT!T~rfJtTJn"--1:;-a:nlll:ecrc-fn;Ts-. ----------------------------
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The limited range and great similarity of the mean intelligence 

quotients foi~ the eight treatment gr·oups were evident in Table II. Only 

a seven point spread was found among the scores, and the deviations from 

the grand mean were even smaller. The analysis of variance on Table III 

indicated that none of the F values approached significance. Therefore, 

all of the seven null hypotheses for the dependent variable #1 involving 

intelligence quotients were accepted. 

Pupil Informed 

Pupil 
Not I nfonned 

--------· 

TABLE II 

MEAN T.O.G.A~ IQ 1 S FOR THE EIGHT 
TREATMENT GROUPS 

Teacher Inforrned Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

84.41 83.00 88.86 90.00 

88.55 90.18 86.64 86.23 

Grand Mean 87.23 

N = 165 

*Tests of General Ability 



---,-

Source 

Bei...,een Teacher Informed 
f A1' A2 ) 

Between Pupil Informed 
f Bl ' B2 ) 

Between Reinforced 
( c1 , c2 ) 

rnferactioO: A X B 

Inferaction: A x c 
rnferaction: B x c 
Injteraction: A x B x C 

.~ithi n Groups 
I 

I ~ 
iTota1 

IN = 165 

Tll.BLE II I 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANSE TABLE 
FOR T.O.G.A. IQ'S* 

df 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

157 

164 

m.s. 

85.96 

77.78 

2.51 

824.78 

.69 

6.19 

57.96 

293.39 

*Converted from Tests of General Ability raw scores 

F 

.293 

.265 

.009 

2.811 

.002 

.021 

. 198 

p 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

0'1 
0'1 
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Dependent Variable #2: Arithmetic achievement 

Null hypothesis (l): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil arithmetic achievement regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school perforn0nce for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil arithmetic achievement regardless of whether the pupil has been in

formed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil arithmetic achievement regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or· not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil arithmetic achievement which might result from interaction effects 

betv1een the informing of teachers and the i nform·i ng of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences ·in 

pupil arithmetic achievement which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil arithmetic achievement which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There vlill be no significant differences in 

pupil arithmetic achievement which might result from the interaction 

_____ ,e_f_feC-ts-a;nong_(_a_)_i_n_fo_rmir.g_teacb_eLs~_(_h_)_i_nfru:mj_ng_pupi l s, and (_~)~r=e_._.i n,._-___ _ 

ford n9 pupi 1 s and teachers. 
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Some small differences were observed in Table IV showing the mean 

ra11i scores for each ce 11 obtai ned on the survey of .L\rithmeti c Achieve·· 

ment. It can be seen that the scores among the eight cells varied at 

most only one point from the grand mean of 24.1 which had a standard de

viation of 10.5. The analysis of variance on Table V indicated that all 

of the F values were well belO\v the significance level at .05. There

fore, all sev~n null hypotheses for the dependent variable #2 involving 

arithmetic achievement were not rejected. 

TABLE IV 

MEAN SURVEY OF ARITHMETIC ACHIEVEMENT RAW SCORES 
FOR THE EIGHT TREATMENT GROUPS 

=-----------_·_-----------------~~~--~--------=-~~~-================~~---------~=~--~ 
Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

Pupi 1 Informed 25.09 23.36 23.77 25.86 

Pupil 
Not Informed 23.00 25.45 24.18 22.05 

Grand Mean 24.10 

N = 157 



Sou!"ce 

I Beitween Teacher Informed 
( .1\ l ' /\2 ) 

Beitween Pupil Informed 
( s1 , s2 ) 

Be~ween Reinforced 
( G-J , c2 ) 

Inferaction: A x B 

Ir.~eraction: A x C 

Ir.~eraction: B x C 

In~eraction: A x B x C 

\.~i thin Groups 
I 
i 
i 
rota·l 

N = 157 

TABLE V 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR SURVEY OF ARITHMETIC ACHIEVEMENT SCORES 

df m.s. 

1 3.00 

1 31.96 

1 1. 28 

1 31.96 

1.64 

1 .006 

1 194.46 

149 112.13 

156 

F 

.027 

.285 

. 011 

.285 

. 015 

.000 

1. 734 

p 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s . 

n. s. · 

n.s. 

n.s. 

(J1 

\.0 
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Dependent Variable #3: Reading achievement 

Null hypothesis (1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil reading achievement regardless of whether the teacher has been in

formed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil readitlg achievement regardless of whether the pupil has been in

formed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil reading achievement regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil reading achievement which might result from interaction effects 

behveen the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil reading achievement which might result from interaction effects 

bebveen the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differ·ences in 

pupil reading achievement which might result from interaction effects 

bet\'Jeen the informing of pupils and the re·inforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences il~ 

pupil reading achievement which might result from the interaction effects 

-------=a=mo.._.n~g (a) infotnring teachers. (b) informing pupils, and (c) reinforcing 

pupils and teachers. 
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Table VI shows that the mean for one cell varied almost three 

points from the grand mean, but most of the differences were small. 

Table I indicated that the grand mean of 30.8 based on raw scores on The 

Nelson Reading Test had a standard deviation of over eleven points. 

None of the group means were found to be significantly different. All 

of the F values in the analysis of variance on Table VII fell below the 

level of significance, so each of the seven null hypotheses for the 

dependent variable #3 involving reading achievement were not rejected. 

Pupil Informed 

Pupil 
Not Informed 

TABLE VI 

MEAN NELSON READING TEST RAW SCORES FOR 
THE EIGHT TREATMENT GROUPS 

Teacher InfOl'med Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

----------·--

29.09 28.00 32.41 34.00 

-----------------··-

32.73 30.18 31.91 28.41 

--------------·-
Grand Mean 30.84 

N :o 166 



TABLE VII 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR THE NELSON READING TEST SCORES 
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Dependent Variable #4: First semester grades 

Null hypothesis (1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades regardless of whether the teacher has been in

form2d to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There vJill be no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades regardless of whether the pupil has been in

formed to expect o. highet level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades vJhich might result from interaction effects 

betvJeen the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis ( 6): There v1i 11 be no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils 

Null hypothesis (7): There will te no significant differences in 

pupil first semester grades which might result from the interaction effects 

among (-a,-)----;-m-arnrh:g___Jce-a-chcrs-,--{-b-)-i-fl-F'erm-i-fl§-!3tif3-i-l-s,-e.nd-(-c-)-~ein:Lo_~ci_ng ___ _ 

pupils and teachers. 
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Some fractional differences in grade point averages were found in 

Table VIII which showed the means for each cell at the end of the first 

semester. On a zero to four system of counting grade points Table VIII 

indicated that 11
(

11 was an average grade for students. at this school. The 

analysis of variance on Table IX indicated that the first semester grades 

did not differ significantly under the different treatments. Therefore, 

all seven null hypotheses for the dependent variable #4 involving first 

semester grades were not rejected. 

TABLE VI II 

MEAN SEMESTER I GRADE POINT AVERAGES FOR 
THE EIGHT TREATMENT GROUPS 

------------

Teachel~ Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

---·-------

Pupil Informed 2.18 2.17 2.20 2.08 

Pupil 
Not Informed 2.03 2.04 2.29 1.94 

Grand Mean 2.12 

N = 165 



___ , ____ _ 
Source 

-~1'/eer. Teacher Informed 
~ A 1 ' ~~2 ) 

Be~ween Pupil Informed 
~ 81 , B" ) 
I c. 

Between Reinforced 
~ c1 , c2 ) 

Inieraction: A x B 

Inieraction: A x C 

Inieraction: 8 X C 

Inleraction: A X 8 X C 

~li thin Groups 

i 
I 

Total 

~ = 165 

I 

TABLE IX 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR FIRST SEfviESTER GRADE POINT AVERAGES 

df 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

157 

164 

m. s. 

.02 

.29 

.66 

• 14 

.59 

.11 

• 17 

.58 

F 

.034 

.500 

1.138 

• 241 

1. 017 

• 190 

.293 

p 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

n.s. 

C') 
(.)1 
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Dependent Variable #5: Second semester grades 

Null hypothesis (1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There w"ill be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades regardless of whether the pupil has been in

formed to expect a higher level of school perfonnance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate high·::r school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades which might result from interaction effects 

beb:een the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil second semester grades which might result from the interaction 

_____ _...e_._ff._,r.._--.cts among (a) informing teachers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) rein·· 

forcing pupils and teachers. 
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A comparison of Table VIII and Table X indicated that the second 

semester grades were much like the first semester grades. There were no 

significant differences among the means and there was little deviation 

from the grand mean shown in either table. The F values from the 

analysis of variance for second semester grades were all below the level 

.of significance. All seven of the null hypotheses for the depEndent 

variable #5 involving second semester grades were not rejected. 

TABLE X 

MEAN SEMESTER II GRADE POINT AVERAGES 
FOR THE EIGHT TREATMENT GROUPS 

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

--------

Pupi 1 Infonned 2.25 2.19 2.26 

Pupil 
Not Informed 2.07 2.05 2.13 

-----------------------------------------------------------
Grand Mean 2.14 

N = 163 

2.18 

2.02 



Source 

Between Teacher Informed 
( A 1 ' /\2 ) 

Bet,tJeen Pupi 1 Informed 
( Bl ' 82 ) 

Between Reinforced 
( cl , Cz ) 

I ntel·acti on: A x B 

Interaction: A X C 

Interaction: B X c 
Interaction: A X B X c 

l~i thin Groups 

Total 

N :.: 163 

TABLE XI 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR SEMESTER II GRADE POINT AVERAGES 

df m.s. 

1 .002 

1 1.07 

~ .20 I 

1 .001 

1 .03 

1 .0004 

1 .0096 

155 .78 

162 

F p 

.003 n.s. 

1. 372 n.s. 

.256 n.s. 

.013 n.s. 

.038 n.s. 

.000 n.s. 

.013 n.s. 

C"\ 
co 
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Dependent Variable #6: Days of absence 

Null hypothesis (1): There will be no significant diffe:~ences in 

pupil days of absence regardless of whether the teacher has been informed 

to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil days of absence regardless of whether the pupil has been informed 

to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil days of absence regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil days of absence which might result from interaction effects between 

the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no sign·ificant differences in 

pupil days of absence which might result from interact-ion effects between 

the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil days of absence which might result from interaction effects be

tween the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil days of absence which might result from the interaction effects 

among (a) informing teachers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) reinforcing 

pupils and teachers. 
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A noticeable difference among the cells in the number of days of 

absence was revealed in Table XII. In the ~nalysis of Variance Table 

XIII, two F values above the level required for significance were noted. 

There was a significant main effect between the conditions of teacher 

informed and teacher not informed. The teacher informed group showed 

significantly fewer days of absence than the teacher not informed group. 

Another significant m&in effr::ct was found between reinforcement and no 

reinforcement. The reinforced group showed significantly fewer days of 

absence than ~he unreinforced group. For the Dependent Variable #6 in

volving days of absence null hypothesis #1 predicting no significant 

differences between teacher informed and teacher not informed and null 

hypothesis #3 predicting no significant differences betvJeen teacher and 

pupil reinforcement and no reinforcement were rejected. All of the re-

maining five nu1l hypotheses were accepted. 

TABLE XII 

MEAN NUMBER OF ABSENCES DURING SCHOOL YEAR 1968-69 
FOR THE EIGHT TREATMENT GROUPS 

----------

Pupil Informed 

Pupil 
Not Informed 

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

6.50 9.27 

12.86 16.64 

Grand Mean 13.89 
N = 173 

15.50 16.91 

11.36 22.09 
--------- --



TABLE XIII 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR NUMBER OF ABSENCES DURING SCHOOL YEAR 1968-1969 

Source df m.s. F p 

--
Between Teacher Informed 1 1165.95 5.746 * 

( Al ' A2 ) 

Between Pupil Informed 1 600.14 2.958 n.s. 
( B~ , 80 ) 

I £.. 

Between Reinforced 1 959.78 4.730 * ( c1 , c2 ) 

Interaction: A X B 1 442.28 2.180 n.s. 

Interaction: A X c 1 85.96 .424 n.s. 

Interaction: B X C 1 292.78 1. 443 n.s. 

Interaction: A X 8 X c 1 190.28 .938 n.s. 

vJithi n Groups 165 202.90 

Total 172 

N = 173 

* p <- 05 -......! 
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The correlational matrix in Table XIV indicated a high positive 

correlation between first semester grades and second semester grades. 

Pos"itive correlation vtere also noted between grades ilnd achievement, 

achievement and intelligence, and reading and arithmetic. As might be 

expected, negative correlations were shown between attendance and grades 

and between attendance and achievement. 

After studying the effects of the dependent variables; 1) intelli

gence quotients, 2) arithmetic achievement, 3) reading achievement, 4) 

first semester grades, 5) second semester grades and 6) days of absence, 

separately, a factor analysis us·lng these six achievement variables re-· 

sulted in two factors wHh ei genva 1 ues of greater than 1. 0. These were 

retained and subjected to varimax rotation. Table XV shows that these 

two factors accounted for 76.8% of the variance after rotation. The 

factor loadings indicated that the first factor loaded high on I.Q. and 

achievement, but the second factor loaded high on attendance. Consequent-

ly, factor I was labeled school ability. The second factor i'tas labeled 

school behavior. The factor scores obtained from factor analysis were 

subsequently used as dependent measures in a parametric three way analysis 

of variance. General factor I was identified as dependent variable #7, 

school ability, and genel'al factor II was identified as dependent variable 

#8, school behavior, for presentation in this chapter. 

By pooling the rE~inforcem:~nt conditions and pooling the means as 

shown in Table XVI the significant interaction between the teacher informed 

and pu:;n informed conditions was better il ius tl'Rted. Fi 9ure 2 portrays 

this interaction graphically. The individual cell means are shewn in 



TABLE XIV 

CORRELATIONAL MATRIX FOR THE SIX ACHIEVEMENT VARIABLES 

Intell·igence 
Quotients on · Survey 

Grade-point Grade-point Tests of of The Nelson 
Averages Averages Da.ys of Gene1·a l Arithmetic Reading 

Semester I Semester II Absence Ability Jl..chi evement Test 

l. Grade-point 
Averages 1.000 .881 -.535 .359 .595 .484 
Semester I 

2. Grade-point 
Averages . 881 1. 000 -.486 .360 .553 .505 
Semester II 

3. Dv.ys of 
Absence -.535 -.486 1.000 -.137 -.233 -. 241 

4. Intelligence 
Quotients on 
Tests o-F .359 .360 -.137 1. 000 .656 .559 
Genera 1 
At>il ity 

5. Survey of 
Adthmeti c .595 .553 -.233 .656 1. 000 .596 
Achl evement 

6. The Nelson 
Reading Test .484 .505 -.241 .559 . 596 1.000 

""-.! 
w 



TABLE XV 

TWO FACTORS ACCOUNTING FOR 76.8% OF THE VARIANCE 
FROM THE SIX ACHIEVEMENT VARIABLES 

Eigenvalues 

% of Val~; ance 

% of Variance 

After Rotation 

FACTORS 

l. Grade-point averages 
Semester I 

2. Grade-point averages 
Semester II 

3. Days of absence 

4. Intelligence Quotients on 
Tests of Genera 1 Ability 

5. Survey of Arithmetic 
Achievement 

6. The Nelson Reading Test 

lGeneral School Ability 

First Factor 1 Second Factor 2 

3.458 

.576 

.400 

1.149 

. 192 

.368 

FACTOR LOADINGS FOR 
VARmAX ROTATION 

.412 -.833 

.418 -.807 

.027 .835 

.898 -.036 

.827 -.305 

.772 -.269 

2Genera 1 School Beha viOl' 

74 
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FIGURE 2 

INTERACTION BETWEEN TEACHER INFORJ11ED AND 

PUPIL INFORMED GROUPS ON FACTOR I: 

GEfliERAL SCHOOL ABILITY 



TABLE XVI 

MEAN SCORES ON FACTOR I: GENERAL SCHOOL ABILITY 
FOR THE FOUR TREATMENT GROUPS FORMED 

PUPIL INFORfvJED 

PUPIL NOT INFORMED 

BY POOLING THE REINFORCEMENT 
CONDITIONS 

TEACHER INFORMED 

47.23 

51.04 

TEACHER NOT INFORMED 

52.07 

49.68 
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Table XVII. The analysis of variance for the general school ability fac

tor shown in Table XVIII indicated a significant F for the interaction 

effect between conditions A (teacher informed) and B (pupil informed). 

Because the mean square for teacher informed and pupil informed was sig-

nificant it might be suggested that the teacher informed effect was not 

independent of the pupil informed condition. ~lhen the teacher was in-

formed, but the pupil was not, higher scores resulted. Similarly, when 

the pupil was informed, but the teacher was not, higher scores also 

resulted. vJhen both teacher and pupil v/el~e informed or when neither 

was informed the scores were lower. On the basis of these data null 

hypothesis #4 1t1hich predicted no significance between teacher informed 

and pupil informed for dependent variable #7 involving general school 

ability vms rejected. The remaining six null hypotheses \'Jere not 

rejected. 



TABLE XVll 

MEANS FOR FACTOR I: GENERAL SCHOOL ABILITY* 
FOR THE EIGHT TREAH1ENT GROUPS 

--------

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 
-----------
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Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

Pupil Informed 47.68 46.77 

Pupil Not Infonned 50.40 51.67 

Grand Mean 50.00 

N = 176 

*Derived from factor analysis 
of six achievement variables 

51.12 53.01 

49.72 49.64 

Two attitude survey forms were used. One was designed for the 

students (Appendix A) and the other was for teachers (Appendix B). Six 

responses were completed by the arithmetic teacher·, six responses were 

completed by the basic teacher, and bielve responses were made by the 

pupils. Means and standard deviations for the teacher and pupil responses 

are found in Appendix D. The correlational matrix for these responses are 

shown in Append-ix E. Using factor analysis the twenty-four variables cf 

the attitude surveys were reduced to five factors accounting for 58.8 

percent of the variance. The factor loading patterns after varimax rota-

tion will be presented in tabular form. 



Dependent Variable #7: General school ability 

Null hypothesis (l): There will be no signif·icant difference in 

pupil general school ability regardless of whether the teacher ha.s been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pup·ils 

or not. 
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Null hypothesis (2): There \'Jill be no sign-ificant diffetences in 

pupi 1 genera 1 school ability regardless of whether the pupil has been in

formed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself Or' not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school ability regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil genera.l school ability v1hich might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school ability ~tlhich might result from interaction effects 

between the i nfornri ng of teachers and the reinforcing of tea.chers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school ability vihich might result fr·orn interaction effects 

between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school ability v1hich might result from the interaction 

effects among (a) infornring teA-chers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) re·in

forcing pupils and teachers. 



Source 

Between Teacher Informed 
( Al ' f.\2 ) 

Between Pupil Informed 
' " ..... ) l Dl , b2 

Between Reinforced 
( c1, c2 ) 

Interaction: A x B 

Interaction: A X c 
Interaction: B X C 

Interaction: A X 3 X c 

Within Groups 

Total 

N = 176 

>'~p < .05 

TABLE XVIII 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR F/.\CTOR I: GENERAL SCHOOL ABILITY 

df m.s. 

1 134.01 

1 22.30 

1 12.94 

1 421.65 

1 5.90 

1 . 12 

1 47.56 

"168 100.93 

175 

F p 

1.328 n.s. 

.221 n.s. 

. 128 n.s. 

4.178 * 
.058 n.s. 

.001 n.s. 

.471 n.s. 

-....! 
1.0 
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Dependent Variable #8: General school behavior 

Null hypothesis (1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior regardless of whether the pupil has been in

fanned to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior which might result from interaction effects 

bebJeen the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Nun hypothesis (5): There v1ill be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior which might result from interaction effects 

bet~,:een the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There 'Ifill be no significant differences in 

pupil general school behavior v~hich might result from the interact-ion ef

fects among (a) informing teachers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) rein-

forcing pupils and teachers. 
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Some variations in scores among the eight cells were observed in 

Table XIX but none of the differences approached significance. Table XX 

indicated that none of the F values obtained from the analysis of variance 

were significant. Therefore, all seven null hypotheses for variable #8 

dealing with general school behavior were not rejected. 

TABLE XIX 

MEANS FOR FACTOR II: GENERAL SCHOOL BEHAVIOR* 
FOR THE EIGHT TREATMENT GROUPS 

======= ==-=-=-==-==·-=========--=-=-=-====-=-=-=------·--·--
Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 
----------------------------------- ----

Pupil Informed 46.14 47.11 49.88 51.77 

Pupi 1 
Not Informed 50.62 52.25 48.25 53.98 

-------------··· 

Grand Mean 50.00 

N = 176 

* Der·ived from facto\' analysis of six achievement variables. 



Source 

Between Teacher Informed 
( A1 , A2 ) 

Between Pupil Informed 
( 81 ' B2 ) 

Between Reinforced 
( c 1 , c2 ) 

Interaction: A X B 

Interaction: A X c 

Interaction: B X C 

I nteract·i on: A X B X c 

Within Groups 

Tota.l 

N = 176 

TABLE XX 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR FACTOR II: GENERAL SCHOOL BEHAVIOR 

df m.s. 

1 165.06 

1 285.90 

1 286.29 

1 224.21 

1 69.40 

1 55.49 

1 27.82 

168 98. i 3 

175 

F p 

1 .682 n.s. 

2.913 n.s. 

2.917 n.s. 

2.285 n.s. 

.707 n.s. 

.565 n.s. 

.284 n.s. 

00 
!'<:I 



Thefive factor~s identified by factor anc.lys·is of the attitude 

surveys \·Jere: 

Factor 1: dependent variable #9 dealing with arithmetic teacher 

ratings of the sample students 

Factor 2: dependent variable #10 dealing with basic teacher 

ratings of the sample students 

Factor 3: dependent variable #11 dealing with pupil self-ratings 

en effort 

Factor 4: dependent variable #12 dealing with pupil self-ratings 

on potential 

Factor 5: dependent variable #13 dealing with pupil self-ratings 

on social confotmity 

An examination of Table XXI, indicates that Factor l dealing 

with arithmetic teacher ratings of the sample students produced the 

largest variance. Factor 2 dealing with basic teachet ratings of the 

sample students accounted for the second largest variance. The remaining 

three factors dealing with pupil self-ratings on effort, pupil self-

ratings on potential, and pupil self-ratings on social conformity contr-ib-

uted a small portion of the variance obtained from the attitude surveys. 

The same statistical procedures were used in treating the five 

factors obtained from the factor analysis. A table showing the mean 

scores for each of the eight treatment groups is presented. These are 

followed by an analysis of variance table for each of the five variables 

which resulted from the attitude surveys. 



TABLE XXI 

FIVE FACTORS ACCOUNTING FOR APPROXIMATELY 58.8% OF THE VARIANCE 
FROM THE TEACHER AND PUPIL SURVEY RESPONSES 

----

Factors 1 2 3 4 5 
-----------------------------~-- ·--------~---------

Eigenvalues 7.795 2.088 1. 821 1.295 1.176 

% of Variance .325 .087 .076 .054 .049 

% of Varia. nee After .201 .155 .098 .070 .064 

Rotation 
FACTOR PATTERN 

FACTORS 

VARIABLES 
1. .118 . 166 .776 . 031 .162 
2. .016 . 1 f~3 .212 -.083 . 521 
3. .036 .015 .089 .528 .564 

(/) 4. .238 . 108 -.022 .076 .665 
LIJ 5. .050 .030 -·. 055 .745 . 111 (/) 
z 
0 
0.. 6. .049 .393 .418 .347 . 116 !./") 
w 7. .066 -.500 .208 .076 -.238 o:: 
_I 8. .067 . 178 -.077 . 101 .017 
1-t 9. -.145 -.533 -.572 -.028 .122 Cl.. 
=> 10. -.461 -.141 -.476 -.103 -.019 0. 

11. . 1 ~6 -.064 .549 .146 .529 
12. .125 .073 .216 .745 -.056 

---- 13. .310 .629 .324 .127 -.135 
(/) 14. .276 .755 .119 .013 .044 

!Y: w 15. .353 .754 .196 . 112 .017 u ltl (.1) 
....... , :c z 
(/) u 0 ..:r: c:( 0. 16. .376 . 777 .083 . 001 . 199 (.() l.lJ (/) 

1-- LLl 17. -.110 .241 .013 .096 .075 ~ 

18. .359 .676 .282 .136 -.034 
19. .783 . 188 .327 .113 .020 

~) 20. .86"l . 124 -.007 .047 .112 ,.._, (/) 
f- !Y: LU 
L•.l l.l.l (.1) 
:?'..: :c z 21. .839 . 219 .007 .167 .027 :c u c::. 
1--- c:C c~ 22. .767 .200 -.147 -.053 . 142 ,_.. LL.l (.1) 

0:: f- LLl 
23. .810 .243 .284 .038 .019 "-{ c.r:: 

24. .772 .229 .328 .009 .0~3 

- ·- --·- --------------------·----- -----· ------------------------------ ---------------- ------------- ~---------------~----·--~ .. -----··--·------·------·· ·--·-~------------·------------~~------

Factors: 1-Arithmetic tcucher responses, 2-Basic teacher responses, 
3-Pupil responses on effort, 4-Pupil responses on potential, 
5-P~pil responses on social functioning. 
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Dependent Variable #9: Ratings by arithmetic teachers 

Null hypothesis (l): There will be ro significant difference in 

pupil ratings by arithmetic teachers regardless of whether the teacher has 

been informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those 

pupils or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by arithmetic teachers regardless of whether the pupil has 

been informed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by arithmetic teachers regardless of whether the pupil and 

the teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no s·ignificant differences in 

pupil ratings by arithmetic teachers which might result from interaction 

effects between the informing of teachers and the infonning of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by arithmetic teachers which might result from interaction 

effects bebveen the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by arithmetic teachers which might result from interaction 

effects between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pup·il ratings by arithmetic teachers \'Jhich might result from the interac

tion effects among (a) informing tec;chers, (b) informing pupils~ and (c) 

reinforcing pupils and teachers. 
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The mean for each treatment group based on the arithmetic teacher 

ratings of pupils were compared in Table XXII. There was little fluctua

tion above or below the general mean of 50.0. Table XXIII indicated that 

the analysis of variance resulted in no F values that were significant, 

so none of the seven null hypotheses were rejected for dependent variable 

#9 dealing with arithmetic teacher ratings. 

TABLE XXII 

MEANS FOR ARITHMETIC TEACHERS' 
RATINGS OF PUPILS 

--------

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

Pupil Informed 48.47 49.04 49.86 50.95 

Pupil 
Not Informed 47.62 51.64 48.84 53.59 

Grand Mean 50.00 

N -· 176 



TABLE XXIII 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR ARITHMETIC TEACHERS' RAl.INGS OF PUPILS 

Source df 1n.s. F p 
-

Between Teacher Informed 1 1"15.39 1.139 n.s. 
( }.\1 ' 11·2 ) 

Between Puoil Informed 
( Bl, Bz' ) 

l 31 . 17 .308 n.s. 

BetvJeen Re·i nforced 1 299.50 2.957 n.s. 
( c1 , c2 ) 

Interaction: A X !3 1 .04 .000 n.s. 

Interaction: A X c 1 4.28 . 04-2 n.s. 

Interaction: B X C 1 138.93 1 .372 n.s. 

Irteraction: A.xBxC 1 • 14 .001 n.s. 

vJi thin Groups 168 101.29 

Total 175 

N = 176 

():) 
~...J 
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Dependent Variable #10: Ratings by Basic Teachers 

Null hypothesis (l): There will be no sign-ificant differ·ences in 

pup-il ratings by basic teachers regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by basic teachers regardless of whether the pupil has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There vrill be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by basic teachers regardless of whether both the pupil and 

the teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by basic teachers which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the i nfor·mi ng of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by basic teachers which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of the teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by basic ten.chers which might result from interaction effects 

betv:een the informing of pupi 1 s and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil ratings by basic teachers which might result from the interaction 

effects among (a) informing teachers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) rein

forcing pupils and teachers. 



Table XXIV indicated that the eight cell means based on basic 

teacher ratings of the pupils were almost identical to the grand mean 

of 50.0. As might be expected, the analysis of variance shown on Table 
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XXV revealed that all of the F values were not significant. Consequent-

ly, seven null hypotheses for the dependent variable dealing with basic 

teacher ratings were not rejected. 

TABLE XXIV 

MEANS FOR BASIC TEACHERS' RATINGS OF PUPILS 

--- -----·--------· ---

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

Pupil Informed 50.60 49.46 49.84 50.71 

Pupil 
Not Informed 50.92 47.73 50.75 50.00 

------------ ----~----· 

Grand Mean 50.00 

N = 176 



Source 

Between Teacher Informed 
( Al' A2 ) 

Between Pupil Informed 
( 81 ' B2 ) 

Between Reinforced 
( c1, c2 ) 

Interaction: A x B 

Interaction: A X c 
Interaction: B X C 

Interaction: A X B X c 

Within Groups 

Total 

N = 175 

TABLE XXV 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR BASIC TEACHERS' RATINGS OF PUPILS 

df m.s. 

1 18.28 

1 4.11 

1 48.87 

1 7. 1l 

1 54.19 

1 37.04 

1 . 48 

168 103.24 

174 

F p 

.177 n.s. 

.040 n.s. 

.473 n.s. 

.069 n.s. 

.525 n.s. 

.359 n.s . 

.005 n.s. 

1..0 
0 
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Dependent Variable #11: Pupil self-ratings on effort 

Null hypothesis (1): There \'Jill be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on effort regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a h·i gher 1 eve 1 of schoo 1 performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hytJothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on effort regardless of whether the pupil has been in

formed to expect a higher level of sch0ol performance for himseH or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on effort regardless of whether both the pupil and the 

teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on effort which might result from interaction effects 

between the ir,for~ming of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on effort which might result from interaction effects 

between the inform·ing of teachers and the reinforcing of teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on effort which might result from interaction effects 

between the in-Forming of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings 011 effort which might result from the interaction 

effects arnong (a) informing teachet'S, (b) informing pupils, and (c) rein

forcing pupils and teachers. 
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Only n1inor differences were noticed among the cells in Table XXVI. 

These variables consisted of the responses pupils made in rating them

selves on school effort (Question #11 in the student survey). The 

analysis of variance Table XXVII for the dependent variable #11 dealing 

with pupil self-ratings on school effort revealed no significant F 

values. Therefore all seven null hypotheses were not rejected. 

TABLE XXVI 

MEANS FOR PUPIL SELF-RATINGS ON EFFORT 

------------

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

----------

Pupil Informed 47.32 50.90 50.78 48.67 

----------

Pupil 
Not Informed 49.66 48.68 53.45 50.54 

Grand Mean 50.00 

N - 176 



Source 

Between Teacher Informed 
. A /\ ' ( 1 ~ . ·2 J 

Between Pupil Informed 
( Bl ' B2 ) 

Bet~IJeen Reinforced 
( c1, c2 ) 

Interaction: A x B 

Interaction: A X c 
Interaction: B X C 

Interaction: A X 8 X C 

vJi thin Groups 

Total 

N = 176 

TABLE XXVII 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR PUPIL SELF-RATINGS ON EFFORT 

df rn.s. 
-

1 129.90 

1 59.63 

1 16.13 

1 53.61 

1 159.37 

1 78.99 

1 38.66 

168 100.83 

-· 

175 

F p 

1. 288 n.s . 

. 591 n.s. 

.160 n.s. 

.532 n.s. 

1. 581 n.s. 

.783 r..s. 

.383 n.s. 

\.0 
w 
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Dependent Variable #12: Pupil self-ratings on potential 

Null hypothesis {1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential regardless of whether the teacher has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those pupils 

or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential regardless of whether the pupil has been 

informed to expect a higher level of school performance for himself or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential regardless of whether both the pupil and 

the teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential which might result from interaction effects 

betvJeen the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of teachers and the reinforcing of the same teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential which might result from interaction effects 

between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on potential which might result from the interaction 

effects an10ng (a) informing teachers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) rein-· 

forcing pupils and teachers. 
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The pupil self-ratings on potential consisted of responses to 

student survey form question #6 which asked them to rate themselves on 

self-perceived potential. No apparent differences were observed in Table 

XXVIII and the analysis of v~riance Table XXIX indicated that no signifi-

cant differences were found. Consequently~ all seven null hypotheses for 

the d8pendent Vill'iab1c #12 dealing with pupil self--ratings on potential 

were not rejected. 

TABLE XXVI II 

CELL MEANS FOR PUPIL SELF-RATINGS ON POTENTIAL 

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Informed 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

----------------

Pupil Informed 47.67 48.61 51.13 50.27 

Pupil 
Not Informed 50.30 49.48 51.24 51.31 

Grand Mean 50.00 

N = 176 



Source 

Between Teacher Informed 
( Al ' A2 ) 

Between Pupil Informed 
( s1 , s2 ) 

Between Reinforced 
( c1 , c2 ) 

Interact·i on: A x B 

Interaction: A X C 

Interaction: B X C 

Interaction: A X B X c 
Within Groups 

Total 

N - 176 

TABLE XXIX 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR PUPIL SELF-RATINGS ON POTENTIAL 

df m.s. 

l 171 . 57 

l 59.14 

l 1.22 

1 15.22 

1 2. 21 

1 1.85 

1 19.83 

168 102.40 

175 

F p 

1 .675 n.s. 

.578 n.s. 

.012 n.s. 

.149 n.s. 

.022 n.s. 

.018 n.s. 

• 194 n.s. 

1.0 
0"\ 
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Dependent Variable #13: Pupil self-ratings on social functioning 

Nuil hypothesis (1): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning regardless of whether the teacher 

has been informed to expect a higher level of school performance for those 

pupils or not. 

Null hypothesis (2): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning regardless of whether the pupil 

has been informed to expect a higher level of school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (3): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning regardless of whether both pupil 

and teacher are reinforced to anticipate higher school performance or not. 

Null hypothesis (4): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning which might result from interac

tion effects between the informing of teachers and the informing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (5): There 'dill be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning which might result f1~m interac

tion effects betv!ecn the i nform·i ng of teachers and the reinforcing of 

teachers. 

Null hypothesis (6): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning which might result from interac

tion effects between the informing of pupils and the reinforcing of pupils. 

Null hypothesis (7): There will be no significant differences in 

pupil self-ratings on social functioning which might result from the inter

action effects among (a) informing teachers, (b) informing pupils, and (c) 

reinforcing pupils and teachers. 



The pupils' responses to the questions on social functioning 

showed a fairly uniform pattern for all cells in Table XXX, and the 
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analysis of variance Table XXXI indicated no significant F values. There-

fore, all seven null hypotheses for variable #13 dealing with pupil self-

ratings on social functioning were not rejected. 

Pupil Informed 

Pupil 
Not I nfonned 

TABLE XXX 

MEANS FOR PUPIL SELF-RATINGS 
ON SOCIAL FUNCTIONING 

Teacher Informed Teacher Not Infonned 

Reinforced Not Reinforced Reinforced Not Reinforced 

51 . 11 48.09 46.61 51.44 

50.75 50.05 49.37 50.44 

Grand Mean 49.73 

N = 176 



TABLE XXXI 

FINAL ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE TABLE 
FOR PUPIL SELF-RATINGS ON SOCIAL FUNCTIONING 

Source df m.s. F p 

Between Teacher Informed 1 12.64 .l 08 n.s. 
( Al ' A2 ) 

Between Puoil Informed 1 31.22 .267 n.s. 
( 81 ' 82. ) 

Between Reinforced 1 13.15 . 112 n.s. 
( c,, c2 ) 

I . 

Interaction': A x B 1 .08 .001 n.s. 

Interaction: A X c 1 253.78 2.168 n.s. 

Interact-ion: B X c 1 5.64 .048 n.s. 

Interaction: A X B X C 1 101.79 .869 n.s. 

~Jithi n Groups 158 117.08 

-· 

Total , -, /l 
i i • 

N = 175 

\.0 
\.0 
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According to Table XXXII the greatest differences occurred in the 

way the arithmetic teachers and the basic teachers estimated their pupils• 

potential for school success. However, pupils also differed with arith

metic and basic teachers in the way they viewed their ovm potential. The 

arithmetic teachers and the basic teachers were more in agreement with 

each other on their ratings of pupils in the areas of (l) positive self 

regard> (2) peer relationships, (3) attitude toward school, and (4) so-

cial adjustment~ and estimates of student potential. 

Pupils appeared to disagree with teacher ratings of pupils on: (l) 

peer relationships, (2) attitude toward school, and (3) estimates of po

tential. Whether the teachers held different standards than students was 

not detenninable from the data. 

TABLE XXXII 

COMPARISON OF CORRELATIONS BETWEEN TEACHER AND PUPIL 
RESPONSES TO FIRST SIX ITnts ON ATTITUDE SURVEYS 

1. Positive Self Regard 

2. Peer Relationships 

3. Attitude Toward School 

4. Social Adjustment 

5. Estimate of potential 

6. Estimate of Capacity 

Bet. Math. 
Teachers & 

Basic Teachers 

.471 

.368 

.505 

.471 

.201 

. 515 

Bet. Math. 
Teachers 
& Pupil 

Self-Rating 

.338 

.097 

.133 

.204 

.047 

.240 

Bet. Basic 
Teachers 
& Pupi 1 

Self-Rating 

.315 

.200 

.089 

.296 

.091 

.394 
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SUMMARY 

Achievement variables. No significant differences were discovered 

among the different treatment groups in: (l) inte"lligence quotients, (2) 

arithmetic achievement, (3) reading comprehension, (4) grade-point 

averages for semester one, and (5) grade-point averages for semester two. 

However, a. significant difference shovm by fevwr days of absence was found 

under the treatment involving teacher informed and pupil informed with 

reinforcement for the dependent variable labeled number of days of 

absence. Without reinforcement the same treatment group still showed a 

noticeable, but non-significant, difference in the number of days of 

absence. In addition the teacher informed group showed significantly 

fewer days of absence than the teacher not informed group. 

f~.~t<?r analysis of _achievement_yariables: The factor analysis re

duced the six variables to two. Factor I involved those variables that 

seemed to re 1 ate to genera 1 schoo 1 ability \vhi l e Factor I I pertained to 

general school behavior. The analysis of variance for Factor I, general 

school ability, showed a significant interaction effect between the 

teacher informed and pupil informed conditions. The analysis of variance 

for Factor II, general school behavior, indicated no significant differ-

ences. 

Attitude variables: Twenty-four items from the students• self-

ratings, arithmetic teachers• ratings, and the basic teachers• ratings 

\'Jete reduced to five: factors by factor analysis. The resultant factor's 
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were: (1) arithmetic teacher responses, (2) basic teacher responses, (3) 

pupil self-ratings on effort, (4) pupil self-ratings on potential, and 

(5) pupil self-ratings on social functioning. Each of these factors were 

then submitted to separate analyses of variance. None of the F values 

produced by the five analyses of variance indicated that there were any 

significant differences for main effects or interactions. 

The implications of these findings will be explored in the next 

chapter. Some of the data seem to offer some clues which might be worth

'1/hil e for further study. Hypotheses concerning the outcome of the study 

will also be discussed. 



CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION OF FINDINGS 

The preceding chapters have pointed out the rationale for con

ducting this study, the experimental procedures employed, and the 

results obtained. In this chapter an attempt will be made to examine 

the findings from the various analyses and to present the implications 

and possibly add some post-experimental thoughts about the developments 

that materialized as well as those that did not. 

Although improvement was expected from the various treatments it 

was recognized that there was a possibility that the findings would show 

no differences regardless of the treatment attempted. Aubreyl cited 

recent findings by Dave and Bloom which showed that the level of school 

achievement and personality development tend to stabilize rather rapidly 

after the age of eight. Rosenthal and Jacobsen2 also found that the 

younger, average ability children showed the most gain in their study. 

I. ACHIEVEMENT VARIABLES 

The remainder of this chapter is devoted to a discussion of each 

of the variables and the possible implications of the findings. Achieve-

ment variables will be presented first. 

1 Roger F. Aubrey, 11 The Legitimacy of Elementary Schoo 1 Counse 1 i ng: 
Some Unresolved Issues and Conflicts,'' The Personnel and Guidance Journal; 
46:355-359, December, 1967. 

2Rosenthal and Jacobson, QQ· cit., p. 176. 
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Dependent Vari ab 1 e Qea ling with the Inte 1l i gence_Q~oti ent 

The fact that no significant differences in intelligence quotients 

were found could possibly be attributed to the ineffectiveness of the 

treatmer;t conditions. The short duration and limited number of contacts 

with pup-ils might have been insufficient to establish the necessary rap

pQrt to cc·nvey the des·ired exptctancies to the student. Hov1ever, some 

other factors.that might have contributed to the lack of change in intel

ligence quotients include the following: 

1) The test instrument might have been inappropriate for this 

population. A frequency distribution of the intelligence quo

tients obtained from this study showed that almost eleven per 

cent of the pupils received scores of seventy or below. In a 

normal d·istribution approximately tv1o per cent would be expected 

in this range, and th·is h-10 per cent vmuld usually consist of 

pupils in mentally retarded classes. Inasmuch as all identi

fied mentally retarded pupils were excluded fro111 this study it 

seemed unlikely that these low scores were valid for the sample 

and non-sample pupils in regular classes. Based upon this 

1 irni ted experience with the tests of Genera 1 Ability it might 

be concluded tentatively that the test did not adequately 

discriminate at the low end of the intelligence scale. 

Thorndike3 also made similar conclusions concerning this test. 

A primary reason for selecting this test was to compal'e the 

3Thorndike, 2£· cit., p. 709. 
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findings for older pupils with Rosenthal and Jacobson•s4 

findings with younger children on the same test. In addition 

it was hoped that the Tests of General Ability might have 

proven to be a useful non-verbal type test for usc with pupils 

with limited reading skills. 

2) The attitudes of pupils toward tests in general might have 

inf]uenced the results. Eisenberg5 reported that lower-class 

children were not test or-iented and were likely to give any 

answer, right or wrong, in order to get out of the testing 

situation. He found that most of the children seemingly did 

not care whether they succeeded, and they had adopted th·i s 

attitude as a defense against the expectation of failure. 

3) Another possibility is that intelligence quotients do not 

change significantly at this age level. Bloom6 stated that 

by the age of four the child has developed fifty per cent of 

his mature intelligence, and he concluded that variations in 

environment would have relatively little effect on the intel-

ligence quotient after age eight. 

D~endent Va rj_ab_1.i?.? .... J2.E:'~lJ.Q£LYiJ tb_Ari_tbJ:!!~ti c -.9I!SL.B~adi_Q_,_q_ Ach L~em~.o1 

The fact that no significant differences were found among the eight 

4Rosentha 1 a.nd Jacobson, 1 o_~. cit. 

5Leon EisE:nberg, 11 Som.2 Children Are Convinced They Can't L~in, 11 

f_g_~_s:_?ti_qil_ DigE_~_t, XXXIII (September, 1967), pp. 9--12. 

, 6senjamin S. Bloom, ~t~~gj_"ijj:))~ -~n_c!_ ~b_a_ng~_ j_ll tl~~.!1- ~-~_9J:_ac~~~_t_~i_~_i:j_c_s_ 
,New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1964 , p. 68. 
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treatment groups on either variable might suggest that the treatments had 

no effect on pupil achievement. Some of the same observations made about 

the intelligence quotients appear to be applicable to the achievement 

measures. Inappropriateness of the tests and pupil attitudes in taking 

the tests are two factors that might have had an undetermined influence on 

the data. 

Dependent Var·Iab 1 es Dea_l i ng with_ First and Second Semester Grades 

A high correlation was found in Table XV among reading achievement, 

arithmetic achievement, and intelligence quotients, but grades had lower 

correlations with achievement and intelligence. The same pattern can be 

seen in T~ble XIV. These data might suggest that grades alone do not 

adequately represent a pupil's level of achievement. 

The grades for the two semesters indicated a high degree of consis

tency among all of the treatment groups. This would suggest that the 

grading patterns of the teachers did not vary significantly, and, similar

ly, that pupil performance tended to remain cons·istent bet\~een the grading 

periods. Additional reasons for the lack of variance include the follow

ing: 

1) The school policy permits the use of a "C" grade for pupils 

who are doing average work, but the same grade can be given 

to pupils who are judged by the teacher to be working to 

capacity even though the work is not average. These dif

fE:rences in quality of performance would not be evident in 

the semester grades. 
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2) All pluses and minuses on grades are ignored in ccmputing the 

averages. ThE:refore, a small change could have taken place as 

in the case of a pup"ll who raised a grade from "C-" to "C+", 

but this change would not be shown in the semester average. 

De_pen~~~t Vari ~lJ?l~Dea 1 i ng_ vJHh Days of Absen_ce 

The treatment group in wri'i ch teachers \'/ere i nformecl and reinforced 

and pupils were informed and reinforced demonstrated a significant re

duction in the number of clays of absence. This might suggest that when 

teachers and pupils were informed and reinforced a more positive attitude 

developed which contr·ibuted to improved attendance. L·Jhat it is that led 

to this is not known but some hypotheses might include the following: 

1) Teachers became more accepting of the pupils who had been 

pointed out to them. 

2) Pupils sensed some difference in the teachers' attitudes or 

expectations. 

3) Reinforcement helped in bringing about the improved attendance. 

g~J~.!:!sl_?n_t_ __ Yi!:.!j_!!_lD~- D~_~]j_~l5L!!_i tJ! ___ G_en~_ra 1 -~!;_b_g_gj__l\b 1JLtt 

A significant difference was found in the interaction of the 

teachet informed condition and the pupil informed condition. Table XVI 

showed that when the teacher was informed and the pupil was not or when 

the pupil was informed but the teacher was not higher scores resulted. It 

might be concluded that for best results only one or the other should be 

informed but not both. 
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Dependent Variab~e Dealing With General School Behavior 

The analysis of variance revealed no significant differences among 

the different groups. Even though the sum of squares due to the teacher 

informed and pupil informed interaction is about as great as the main 

effects, no conclusions can be drawn from these data which were found in 

Table XX, page 82. 

II. ATTITUDE VARIABLES 

It was noticed that no pattern of factor loading were evident in 

the pupil response section of Table XXI, page 84. This might be the 

result of an inadequately designed device which failed to measure these 

attitudes. Another reason might be the lack of reading comprehension on 

the part of pupils to interpret questions accurately and answer properly. 

Furthermore, an attitude of non-involvement by the pupils might have 

produced scores that fell mostly in the mid-range. Some of the scattered 

positive loading in Table XXI, page 84, suggested the following hypotheses: 

1) Questions 1, 6,and 11 all related to effort produced high 

positive loadings, but questions 9 and 10 relating to grades 

produced negative loadings. This might suggest that effort 

and grades were not closely related in the minds of the stu

dents. In fact grades might even have a negative effect in 

self assessment and motivation. 

2) Questions 3, 5, and 12 were all related to how the pupil likes 

school. This positive loading might indicate that enjoyment 

in achievement is related to enjoyment of school. 

' 
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3) Ques t·i ons 2, 3, 4, and 11 form a social conformity factor. The 

implication seemed to be that effort, enjoyment of school, and 

conformity to rules were closely related. 

Dependent Variable Dealing With Ratings by Math Teachers 

The factor loading pattern on Table XXI, page 84, indicated that 

the arithmetic teachers as a group were more positive in their ratings of 

pupils, but they also tended to be consistent with responses of the basic 

teachers. Analysis of variance produced no significant differences in the 

responses of arithmetic teachers for any of the treatment groups. 

Dependen~ Variable Dealing With Ratings by Basic Teachers 

No significant differences were found in the basic teacher's group 

responses. It appeared that the factor pattern of basic teacher responses 

did not consistently reflect those of the arithmetic teachers. One might 

wonder if these differences are produced by the nature of the subject 

matter. Perhaps in the arithmetic class most pupils can learn some of the 

operations because arithmetic might be easier to concretize and break 

down to small units, while in basic classes practically all success de-

pends on reading skills. The fact that arithmetic teachers had the pupils 

for a single period, but the basic teachers had them for two consecutive 

periods might also have influenced the ratings. 

Dependent Variable Dealing With Pupil Self-Rating on Effort 

No significant differences were found in the way each group of 

pupils rated themselves on effort. Table XXVI, ~age 92, showed that the 
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majority rated themselves average, although some of these ratings are 

questionable. Often a pupil who was only ~ marginal student considered 

his expenditures of effort as adequate. 

Dep~ndent Variable Dealing vJith Pu~il Self-Ra_tings on _Potential 

Most pupils tended to be modest and might have under-rated them

selves, however, no significant differences were observed among the 

various cells. Therefore, it seems that on the whole, pupils were con

sistent in how they perceived their own potential. 

Dependent Vari ab 1 e De a 1 i ng With Pupil Se) f-Ra tj__!]_g__on Socia 1 Fun_cti~ni ng 

Again, no significant differences were discovered. It might be 

concluded that most pupils tended to see themselves as generally conform

ing to social expectations. Whether this was a fact or only a belief on 

the part of the student rating himself might be questioned. 

Other Observations 

It was also interesting to note that Table XXXII, page 100, suggest

ed that the teachers• ratings tended to correlate least with the pupils• 

self assessment of potential. This n1ight suggest a gap in expectations 

between teacher and pupils. Perhaps this is one of the important ques

tions to be ansvJered, but this study vJas not designed to examine this 

variable more closely. 

II I. SUMMARY 

It seems noteworthy that the means for the treatment groups v;ere 

consistently alike from variable to variable. If a general statement 
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could be made about student acedemic achievement from these data~ it 

might be that the treatments employed had no real effect on school 

achievement. There was a significant improvement in attendance v.Jhich 

implies that the experin~ntal treatments did make an impact and caused 

some change. The nature of this change needs to be explored more fully. 

The tHo teacher ratings were ge:1era lly in agreement but there 

was not as much agrec:~ment betv.Jeen the pupil self-ratings and the 

teacher ratings. This suggests a need for examining the reasons for 

these differences and narrowing them wherever possible. Possibly better 

self-assessment techniques and teacher assessment techniques need to be 

developed. 



CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

This chapter focuses upon the implications suggested by the data 

presented in Chapter Four and to examine the hypotheses previously pre

sented and consider some recommendations for further study. It has only 

been possible,to examine a limited number of techniques for working with 

students, and this study has been restricted to a single pupil population 

during one school year. Therefore, these conclusions must be viewed in 

this light. 

(1) Possi_ble defects in research design and instrumentation_~ The 

lack of intergroup variance on all of the variables except 

attendance would suggest that the treatments employed in the 

study generally were ineffective in producing the anticipated 

results. Defects in experimental design might have contribu

ted to the lack of more impressive gains. Certain dimensions 

which were not measured, or not readily measurable, might 

have been affected but were not assessed due to lack of 

sens iti vi ty in the test instruments used. The measurement 

tools also might have failed to assess the affective domain. 

(2) Effects t..:pox~-~ttendance. There was a significant improvement 

in attendance by the group receiving the benefit of teacher 

information, pupil information, and reinforcement. This might 

suggest that some important changes occurred to account for 

the observed differences, and it would further imply that 
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some of the conditions contributed to the resultant gains. 

To what extent the treatments were directly responsible is 

not ascertainable from the existing data. However, it can be 

concluded that the experimental treatments apparently were 

effective in this respect. Furthermore, extending the dura

tion of the experiment might have produced more diverse and 

pronounced improvements. What was observed so far might have 

been only the beginning of changes in pupil behavior. 

(3) Early intervention. It would seem that intervention needs 

to come at an early age to have optimum value. The data from 

this study showed that little change occurred regardless of 

the treatments applied. This would tend to concul~ with 

findings of Bloom who contended that intellectual gains sta

bilize as early as age eight. On the basis of Bloom;sl 

findings it would not be unexpected to find little or no gain 

from pupils of junior high school age. Similarly, they would 

be consistent with Rosenthal and Jacobson's2 findings which 

indicated diminishing gains with progressive grade levels. 

(4) Curr~_!l_Lguidance practices. Inasmuch as this study employed 

some of the techniques conventionally used in school counsel

ing, some questions might be raised as to the effectiveness 

lsloom, loc. cit. 

2Rosenthctl and Jacobson, sp_. -~il·, p. 176. 
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of certain practices. It behooves guidance personnel to 

examine various techniques and methodology currently in use 

to determine whether their efforts actually produce the 

anticipated results. 

(5) Wq_rti.._llg__J-Jit_h teachers. There was some indication in the data 

to suggest that informing teachers but not informing pupils 

seemed to be more productive than informing both teachers and 

pupils. However, informing pupils and not teachers had simi

lar effects, so both treatments contributed positive results. 

With periodic reinforcement the effects seemed to be accen

tuated. It might be cone l uded that for optimum benefits more 

efforts by counselors should be directed tov1ard communicating 

with teachers. This could be an important source of preven

tive involvement. 

(6) The self-fulfill_in_g_ prophecy. The self-fulfilling prophecy 

hypothesis has not been adequately corroborated, but by no 

means discounted by this study. Despite the concentrated 

treatments the results were not considerable, but the fact 

that one variable proved significant offers hopes that other 

techniques, approaches, and application of personnel might 

prove more successful. It might be concluded that a slight 

demonstration of the self-fulfilling prophecy was observed 

with the implication that some changes had occurred in the 

people involved. Further study of these effects ~tiould br; 
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warranted. 

Recon~~:.Q.~n ti on?.___f_Qr_ Further Study 

(1) Replication of this study with a younger population to examine the 

effects ~;hich might develop seem to be worth~vhi"le. A comparison of 

such findings with those of the South San Francisco study by 

Rosenthal and Jacobson would also be interesting. 

(2) Research to determine what alternative treatments by teachers, 

counselors, and other personnel might produce desirable improvement 

in pupils is greatly needed. Regardless of the labels, motivat·ion, 

inspiration) expectancies, or whatever is currently in vogue, the 

teacher has always been faced with the question of how to bring 

forth the best from the pupils entrusted to him. 

(3) Further study of the attendance variable analyzed in this study 

might lead to generalizations which could be applied to helping 

larger numbers of pupils. The causes underlying the significant 

reduction of absences seem to neerl closer scrutiny. 

(4) Additional research to determine optimum ages at which individuals 

are most receptive to self enhancing measures might increase the 

pub 1 i c avJareness necessary for improved early chn dhood programs. 

Existing studies have ·indicated the tendency for protect·ive mechanisms 

of individuals to make people less flexible with increasing age and 

en vi ronrnenta 1 exposure. Yet, our sod e ty generally ignores tlri s 

kr.m'lledge a;,J ror:seC]Uently expends consideY'able effort and money 

for correction rather than prevention. 
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1. What kind of a job are you 
doing in your classes? 

2. Hou do you get along \Ji.th 
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7. Are you a girl or a boy? 
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to Stockton vchoo1s7 
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grade in English? 
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l 
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS FOR TEACHER AND PUPIL 

RESPONSES ON ATTITUDES SURVEY 

. 135 

ITEr~S MEANS SlANDARO DEVIATIONS 

1 7.0172 .854 
U) 2 6.4318 1 .106 
(lJ 3 6.3466 1.028 U) 

c 4 6.1648 .893 0 
0. 5 5.8864 .947 U) 
(lJ 6 6. 7102 .911 c.r: 
r- 7 8.3409 .689 
•r- 8 6.5114 1.055 0. 
~ 9 7.1486 .980 0.. 

10 7.6534 .947 
11 6.7102 .978 
12 5.80tl6 .957 

-
U) 1 7.0170 1.084 ~ 
(lJ 2 6.6989 1. 025 ..c: tf) 

U<l.l 3 6.7029 1 .133 COUl 
<lJC 4 6.6307 1.110 1-0 

0. 5 6. 7727 .956 UUl 
•r- (!) 6 6.7029 . 981 UlCX: 
co 
co 

-
U) 

~ 
(!) 1 7.0625 1. 088 ..c: 
u 2 6. 7273 .836 co 
(l)U) 3 6. 8864. 1.117 1-ClJ 

U) 4 6. 7727 l .079 UC 
•r- 0 5 6.8295 .980 .p 0. 
(l}U) 6 6.9375 1.007 EOJ 

..c: c.r: 
.p 
•r-
s.... 

<=I: 
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-'---···-~WL'II til lf T "" ·;, S.......J..:..!.._LluJL.;...J.;!.::.!....j_:_;, _ __.:__._;__,::~ 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 

STUDENTS 

1. 1.000 .171.'1, .209 .139 .080 .403 .030 .067 -.526 -.325 .LW3 . 153 
2. .174 1.000 .133 .072 .058 .192 -.068 .033 -.047 -.080 .247 .078 
3. .209 .133 1.000 .323 .268 .216 -.063 .072 ...:.039 -.116 .332 .328 
L'l,. • '139 .072 .328 1.000 .130 . '!55 -.119 -.017 -.086 -.131 .276 .068 
r V) .080 .058 .268 .130 1.000 .225 -.002 -.056 -.050 -.076 . 179 .299 ::J. I--

6. 2: .403 .192 .216 .156 . 2.25 1.000 -.141 .006 -.342 -.255 . 231 .269 LLl 

"1. 0 .030 -.066 -.063 -.119 -.002 -.141 1.000 -.052 .237 .042 .037 .024 =--' 
8. f-. .067 .083 .072 -.017 -.056 .006 -.052 1.000 -.057 -.010 -.022 .139 (./") 

9. -.526 -.047 -.039 -.086 -.050 -.342 .237 -.057 1 .000 .411 -. 211 -.213 
10. -.325 -.080 -.116 -.181 -.076 -.255 .042 -.010 .411 1.000 -.305 -.257 
11. .403 .247 .332 .276 .179 .231 .037 -.022 -.211 -.305 1. 000 .201 
12. . 158 .076 .328 .068 .299 .269 .024 .139 -.213 -.257 .201 l .000 

V) 

1. 0::: .315 .065 .076 .138 . 113 .396 -.091 .072 -.553 -.337 .76 . 189 LtJ 

2. ::c .254 .200 .072 .129 .029 .308 -.152 .158 -.404 -.271 .1'11 .174 u 
.") <( . 321 .166 .089 .189 • 1 '17 .391 -.199 .128 -.479 -.378 . 176 .225 '-'• l.i.J 

4. !- .273 .144 .172 .296 .047 .349 -.244 .093 -.467 -.359 .195 . 121 
r:- (..) .047 .018 .057 .084 .091 .087 -.020 -.076 -.116 -.087 .009 . 031 ;.;. ,_, 
6. V) .359 . 103 . l23 . 141 • 1.48 ")QLl -.229 .056 -.540 -.387 .189 .202 c::( .VJ."T 

m 
--

1. f./) .338 .115 .143 .212 .057 .328 -.074 .140 -.329 -.508 .268 .272 0::: 

2. LLl .223 .097 .110 .228 . 126 .135 -.036 .l 00 -.229 -.364 .147 .142 ::r: ..., u . 158 .063 .133 .190 .144 .275 -.068 . 107 -.265 -.408 .162 .216 .:J. < 
{J LLl . 128 .097 .030 .204 .069 .072 -.079 . 122 -.157 -.299 . 126 .048 r • 1-

5. -r .325 . 126 . 12'1 .227 .047 .288 -.040 • 'j 34 -. 38Ll -.486 • 192 .222 
6. 1- .355 .177 . 114 . 214 .028 .240 -.076 . 142 -.413 -.458 .224 .232 c::( 

4 

-J 

w 
CORRELATIONAL MATRIX OF lTE~l RESPONSES ON SURVEY FORM 

-.....! 

BY STUDENTS AND TWO GROUPS OF TEACHERS 



1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4 5 6 

BASIC TEACHERS MATH TEACHERS 

l. .315 .254 .321 .273 .047 .359 .338 . 2t23 .158 . 128 .325 .355 
2. .065 .200 .165 .144 ,018 .l 03 .115 .097 .063 .097 • 120 .177 
3. .076 .072 .089 .172 .057 .123 .148 . 110 . .133 .030 . 121 .114 
4 .138 .129 .189 .296 .084 .141 .212 .228 .190 .204 .227 21 tl . ' . 
5. ~ .113 .029 . ll7 .047 . 091 .148 .057 . 126 .144 .069 .047 .028 
6 :z:: .396 .303 30'! .3t1.9 .087 • 39L). .328 .135 .275 .072 .283 . 2<~-0 • w . ~' 
~ Cl -,091 -.152 -.193 - .2f;4 -.020 -.229 -.074 -.036 -.068 -.079 -.040 -.076 I • => 
0 1-- .072 .158 .128 .093 -.076 .056 . 1 Ll-0 .1 OD . l 07 . 122 .134 .142 u. V') 

(l -.553 -.404 -.479 -.467 -."!16 -.540 -.329 -.229 rocr -.157 -.384 -.413 " . ~.LOJ 

l 0. -.337 -.271 -.378 -.359 -.087 -.387 -.508 -.364 -.408 -.299 -.486 -.458 
~' I! • . 176 . 111 .175 .195 .009 .139 .268 'LL' , l , I lr" • 0.( . 126 . 192 .224 
1 ') 
l ~- • . 189 . 174 .226 . 121 . 031 .202 .272 .142 .216 .048 .222 .232 

(./) 

1. ~ 1. 000 .551 .677 .557 -.051 .634 .471 .312 .405 .334 .441 .443 
2 :r: .551' 1 .000 .690 .746 .139 .542 .389 .368 .357 .303 .469 .444 . u 
') <( .677 .690 1.000 .753 .036 .649 .498 .384 .505 .369 .48Y .468 ...J • LLJ 

4. 1- .557 • 7L'r6 .753 1.000 .178 .644 .414 .436 .479 .471 .501 .462 
h. u -. 051 .139 .036 .178 l .000 .244 -.019 -.070 -.035 -.056 .001 .C03 ~. ....... 
6. ~ .534 .54-2 . 6~,g .644 .244 1.000 .514 .362 . 4/l-7 .367 .543 . 515 

Cfj 

1 (./) • 0::: .4-71 .389 .498 .414 -.019 .514 1.000 .656 . 716 .448 .810 .803 
') Lu .312 .368 .384 .436 -.070 .362 .656 1.000 .740 .713 .665 .628 '-• :r: 
? u .405 .357 .505 .479 -.035 .447 . 716 .740 1.000 .681 &668 .640 J. <( ,, L!..l .334 .303 .369 • L;L/1 -.056 .367 .448 7'? . 581 1.000 .539 .494 L' ' . 1- .. J l....J 

5. :r: . 441 .469 ,11,89 .SOl . 001 . 51..'~3 .310 .665 .668 .539 1.000 .882 
6. :- .443 . ~-44 .463 .462 .003 r:· .. ,- .803 .628 .640 .494 .882 ·1.000 <( • ~ • .-~ 1 J 

L: 
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